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Category: 1867 Paris Universelle Exposition (1 to 1)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 1 - Stereoview of "Paris Exhibition 1867" interior view of (marked on back) "French Porcelain
Ware", "49", "Porcelaine (France)". Size: 6 7/8" wide by 3 3/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, with a
light spot
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Category: 1876 Centennial Exposition (2 to 25)
This World's Fair commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the birth of the United States was held in Philadelphia Pennsylvania.

Picture

Description
Lot # 2 - Sampler with top half for sewing the picture and the bottom half pictures "Horticultural
Hall". The sampler portion pictures 2 American Flags on either side of the Liberty Bell, with "1776",
"1876" above the flags, And "United We Stand" under the flags. Above the picture of Horticultural
Hall is written "Philadelphia U. S. America" and "May 10th to November 10th 1876." At the bottom is
written "1776 International Exhibition. 1876". In small letters across the bottom "Entered according
to Act of Congress, in the year 1876, by George M Jacocks & Co., in the office of the Librarian of
Congress at Washington". The sampler portion has only been partially sewn with one flag and the
bell not completed. Also the background has not been sewn. The piece is thick paper (or thin
cardboard) with the top half perforated for the needle to pass through. This is a rare and wonderful
piece. Size: 10 5/8" wide by 13 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine with a small tear in the sampler (just
above the middle on the left and some light staining on the paper. Just a marvelous piece.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 200
Lot # 3 - Stereoview of the East Front of the Main Building, unmarked. This is a photograph attached
to the card. Size: 7" wide by 4" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little darkening in the sky and a
little edge damage on card.
Estimate: $ 7 - $ 10

Minimum
Bid

$ 50

$4

Lot # 4 - Stereoview of the "Woman's Pavilion". Size: 6 15/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition:
Very Fine with some very light spotting.
Estimate: $ 7 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 5 - Small white ceramic mug with handle; color lithograph of Main Exhibition Building. Size:
3.25" x 3" Condition: Good - very light remnants of gold trim and decorative design
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 25

Lot # 6 - Alphabet Plate - Round clear pressed glass dessert plate with Old Independence Hall in the
center and alphabet on rim. Size: 7" diam" Condition: Good - eight chips along edge
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 35

Lot # 7 - Two framed plaster castings (one front, one back) of exhibit award medals. Size: 8.25"x
11.25" Condition: Good - 2 small chips in front casting; wear to frame
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 8 - Engraved Admission Ticket "Good for one Admission at Money Gates.", "Void after
November 10th 1876." and pictures an indian princess with a sword in one hand and a wheat stalk in
the other and an eagle behind her. "Philadelphia Bank Note Company" is written in very small letters
under the ... Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$5

Lot # 9 - Small trade card for Walker Glass Importing. The reverse is an ad for exhibit in Main Bldg.
Size: 1.5" x 2.5" Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$4

Lot # 10 - Small trade card with "Curious Bible Facts" and "Language of Flowers" printed on the
front. The reverse is an ad for Excelsior Printing Presses "First Premium at Centennial". Size: 2.25" x
3.5" Condition: Good - some wear creasing to one side
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 11 - Trade card with five black & white engravings of Expo building. The reverse has an ad for
Pennsylvania Railroad. Size: 2.75" x 5" Condition: Good - small brown stains around edges;
yellowed substance in thin line on reverse side
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 12 - Advertising trade card for Enterprise Man. Co. of PA. For their "cold handle doublepointed sad-irons" sold at the Expo. On the reverse are details about iron. Size: 3.25" x 5.5"
Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$4

$5

Lot # 13 - Small box "made of wood which grew near Alloway Kirk on the banks of the doon" with
Art Gallery & Main bldg on top. Inside is ad for Clark's Spool Cotton. Size: 2.5" x 4" x 1.5"
Condition: Very good - some age wear
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 14 - Oval frosted glass paperweight with raised image of Women's Pavilion in the reverse side.
Size: 3.75" x 5.25" x 1" Condition: Excellent - minor scratches
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 20

Lot # 15 - Round clear pressed glass dessert plate with eagle "Centennial 1776 Exhibition 1876" in
the center and alphabet on outside. Size: 7" diam" Condition: Good - numerous chips along rim
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 35

Lot # 16 - Oval bread platter, clear pressed glass with sun rising and two ships "1876" and "1776" in
center. Around the outside rim is written "Give Us This Day", "Our Daily Bread". Size: 9" x 12.25"
Condition: Good - some small scratches and manuf. Flaws. The glass is cloudy
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 17 - Rectangle glass paperweight with paper bottom with color images of 5 Exhibition bldgs.
Size: 2.75" x 5"x .5" Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$6

Lot # 18 - Frost glass figure of young girl kneeling down, picking up something (wheat?); on bottom
"Gillinder & Sons/Centennial Exhibition". Size: 4.25" x 2.5" Condition: Good - radiating break
inside hollow center; crack on neck, small marks of paint on arms
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 19 - Cardboard cover "Authorized Visitors' Guide to the Centennial Exhibition and
Philadelphia" with fold-out map inside front (Philadelphia) and back covers (Expo grounds), 48
pages. Size: 6.75" x 4.5" Condition: Very good - slight wear/marks to cover
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 20 - Hardcover booklet "Authorized Visitors Guide to the Centennial Exhibition and
Philadelphia" with red cover. Advertised as "The Only Guide Book Sold on the Exhibition Grounds,"
it contains useful information about the exposition and Philadelphia for visitors. Adhered inside the
front cover is a fold out street map of Philadelphia and ... Condition: Excellent - very minor wear;
maps are in excellent condition with minimal wear along the folded edges
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 21 - Cardboard cover "The Best Centennial Guide to the Exposition and Philadelphia"; fold-out
map of grounds inside front cover, 74 pages. Size: 6.75" x 4.25" Condition: Good - small tears to
map; wear to covers
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 22 - Paperback "International Exhibition 1876 Official Catalogue, Part II. Art Gallery,
Annexes and Door Works of Art"; 9th and revised ed.; 170 pages. Size: 8" x 5" Condition: "Good wear, yellowing and few watermarks to the outside"
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 23 - Paperback "Catalogue of the Educational Exhibit of the State of Pennsylvania", 88 pages.
Size: 8.75" x 5.75" Condition: Good - wear to covers
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 24 - Sepia tone stereoview featuring The English Government Building. Stereoview is
mounted white background with detail text of: "A.H. Hemple, N.E. Cor. 15th and Pennsylvania Ave,
Phila./ Centennial Views of Philadelphia and Fairmount Park." A.H. Hemple N.E. Cor. 15th And
Pennsylvania Ave Size: 6.75" x 3.5" (l x h) Condition: Good Light wear around the edges.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 25 - Four page partial catalog of items for the exhibits to be sold by Frank Leslie at the end of
the Exh. Size: 11.75" x 8.25" Condition: Good - creased from being folded in half; some yellowing;
light wear
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$6

Category: 1893 World's Columbian Exposition (26 to 110)
Celebrating the 400th Anniversary of the Discovery of America. Held in Chicago, Illinois
For Medal references:
HK refers to Hibler & Kappen
McGlothlin refers to Chris McGlothlin's "World's Fair Spoons" Book

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 26 - Rare "Certificate of Visitation to the World's Columbian Exposition". Lovely engraved
certificate with number "2684" at the top and dated "26th day of July, 1893". On the lower left is a
gold seal with "World's Columbian Exposition Seal Chicago Illinois" written in raised letters and an
engraving of the Administration Building, Liberal Arts and more. The certificate was printed by
"Western Bank Note Company Chicago". This certificate comes in a cardboard roller that appears to
be original (although unmarked). Size: 13" wide by 9 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good, the lower
right hand corner is ripped off (all missing paper is outside the border), there are some spots on the
right side and it has soiling overall. Still this is a very impressive piece and would make an important
addition to any coolection.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 20

Lot # 27 - Eight sided multicolor (Blue, brown, grey, and red in the sky) plate picturing
"Manufacturing and Liberal Arts Building. World's Fair, Chicago.". Also pictures boats in the water
in front of the building. Size: 4 15/16" by 4 3/8". Condition: Good - the picture is nice and strong, the
gold on the corners is a little worn, but the problem is there is a chip in the bottom near the right
hand corner.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$2

Lot # 28 - Stereoview (photograph attached to the card) of the "Horticultural Hall, World's Fair".
Marked on side "Copyright 1893, by B. W. Kilburn." Back is marked "Photographed and Published
by B. W. Kilburn - Littleton, N.H.". Size: 7" wide and 3 7/16" high. Condition: Very Good, it has
overall fading and a spot in field upper right and on card lower right.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 29 - Stereoview (photograph attached to the card) of "Womens Building, Worlds Fair,
Chicago, U.S.A." and underneath "Edificio de les Mujeres, Exposicion Colombina, Chicago, E. U.
de A.". The card pictures a man and his son (who appears to be wearing a uniform, same as the boy
on the edge of ... Condition: Very Fine with some denting on the corners
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 30 - Book. "Report of the Board of World's Fair Managers of Maine. 1895". The 37 pages of
text in this hardcover book includes the Final Report, Treasurer's Report, Summary of Classification
of Exhibit Account. There are also 17 pictures of the building, exhibits, "World's Fair Managers of
the Maine" ( 9 men and 8 women) and Governor Burleigh. Size: 9 1/4 inches tall by 6 inches wide
with over 50 pages of pictures and text. Condition: Very Fine, the cover has a few spots and the
binding is a little dented at the top and bottom. The inside is excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$2

$4

$ 15

Lot # 31 - Obverse: Bust of "Grover Cleveland". Reverse: "Struck in commemoration of the visit of
the President to the United States Mint Exhibit May 1st 1893". Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Good,
has a lot of wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$7

Lot # 32 - Commemorative Half Dollar, 1893 issued by the United States Government. Condition:
Extra Fine you can see the lines in the sails on the reverse and has one rim ding.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Lot # 33 - Mule Aluminum medal, Eglit #E507, 1904 Pax Dollar. This medal is for both the "St.
Louis World's Fair 1903-4" (obverse) and "Chicago World's Fair 1892-3" (reverse). Also on the
obverse is a liberty head with a sun burst behind her (holding pax) and "Louisiana Purchase 1803".
The reverse pictures the caravel and also says "Commemorating the Discovery of America 1492".
This is a very rare medal, Eglit did not have one, he referenced it from an auction in 1963. Size: 1
1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 65

$ 25

Lot # 34 - Brass medal Eglit #E63. Obverse: bust of Columbus, around bust "1492 Christopher
Columbus 1893". Reverse: pictures "The Santa Maria" and around the top "Columbus in sight of the
new World". Size: 1 3/16" diameter. Condition: Fine with wear and corrosion.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 35 - Brass Shell medal, Eglit #E525, the top of a stick pin, without the pin. Obverse: bust of
Columbus with "World's Columbian Exposition" around top and "1893" at bottom. The obverse is
silver plated. The reverse is brass and has the imprint of the printing on the obverse. Size: 3/4"
diameter. Condition: Extra Fine, but missing the stick pin.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 36 - Columbian Coin Glass Water Set Tray with 10 gilded medallions (includes one gilded
medallion in the middle). The medallions are of "1492 Cristopher Columbus 1892" and "Americus
Vespucius" and the coat of arms of the United States and Spain. The Water Set Try was designed to
hold a pitcher of water, 2 goblets and a finger bowl. Size: 10" diameter by 1" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine, shows some scuffing on the bottom from being used.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 40

Lot # 37 - Extremely Rare Columbian Coin Glass Butter Dish with lid with 6 gilded medallions on
the lid (plus one gilded medallion on the finial) and 5 gilded medallions on the base (4 on the corners
and 1 in the middle on the bottom). The medallions are of "1492 Cristopher Columbus 1892" and
"Americus Vespucius" and the coat of arms of the United States and Spain. Magnificent piece of
Columbian Coin Glass. Size: 4 3/4" high by 6 3/8" square. Condition: Extra fine. Bottom has a little
wear to gilding. Top has a small chip on finial and a chip out of the bottom rim (3/16" wide by 1/8"
high).
Estimate: $ 250 - $ 350

$ 75

Lot # 38 - Columbian Coin Glass Footed Sauce Dish with 6 clear medallions of "1492 Cristopher
Columbus 1892" and "Americus Vespucius" and the coat of arms of the United States and Spain.
Size: 4 3/16" diameter by 2 3/8" high. Condition: Near Mint
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 20

Lot # 39 - Columbian Coin Glass Creamer with 6 frosted medallions of "1492 Cristopher Columbus
1892" and "Americus Vespucius" and the coat of arms of the United States and Spain. Size: 5 1/8"
high by 4 7/8" from spout to end of handle. Condition: Extremely fine with 2 small flakes on the
medallions.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 125

$ 40

Lot # 40 - Columbian Coin Glass Salt Shaker with metal lid. Has 4 clear medallions. The medallions
are of "1492 Cristopher Columbus 1892" and "Americus Vespucius" and the coat of arms of the
United States and Spain. Size: 3 1/8" high by 1 1/2" wide at medallions. Condition: Very fine with a
few small flakes at the bottom from usage and a little denting of the metal top.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 41 - Columbian Coin Glass Claret Wine goblet with a flared top and 6 clear medallions. The
medallions are of "1492 Cristopher Columbus 1892" and "Americus Vespucius" and the coat of arms
of the United States and Spain. Size: 4 1/4" high by 2" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 65

$ 20

Lot # 42 - Brass medal. Obverse: is the same as Eglit #E27 picturing "Administration Building" in
center and around the edge "World's Columbian Exposition 1893". Reverse: Unlisted in Eglit and
pictures Columbus claiming the New World with Indians around him and written below is "Landing
of Columbus 1492" and stars around the outer ... Condition: Fair with lots of wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$6

Lot # 43 - Aluminum medal. Obverse pictures bust of Columbus "World's Fair Souvenir" around the
top, "1492 1892" at bottom. Reverse shows a buggy and "Compliments of Columbus Buggy Co,
Columbus, Ohio. U.S.A.". Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 44 - White Metal medal Eglit #E3, Obverse pictures "Columbus". Reverse pictures "Machinery
Hall". Holed at top for hanging. Size: 15/16" diameter. Condition: Very Good, shows wear.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 45 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #E40A, with Columbus on the obverse with "World's Columbian
Exposition Chicago" around the edge. "1492" "1892" next to bust in center. Reverse has facsimile of
ticket with Lincoln pictured (there is no celluloid cover on this ticket). "Columbian Souvenir" around
edge. Size: 2" diameter. Condition: Very Fine.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 65

$ 25

Lot # 46 - Brass medal, Eglit #E1. Obverse: Bust of "Grover Cleveland". Reverse: "Struck in
commemoration of the visit of the President to the United States Mint Exhibit May 1st 1893". Size:
1" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 47 - Brass medal Eglit #E24. Obverse: Bust of "Christopher Columbus". Reverse: Around top
"World's Exposition" and at bottom "Chicago 1893" and pictures Pier Casino. Has a loop for hanging
as made. Size: 1 inch wide by 1 3/16" high. Condition: Good.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 48 - Brass medal Eglit #E504. Obverse: Bust of President "Cleveland". Reverse: At top 1893,
in center "World's Columbian Exposition", at bottom "Chicago", "Chain Pat. Apr. 1893" Holed at
top as made. Size: 11/16" diameter. Condition: Fair, has some corrosion.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$7

Lot # 49 - Daisy pattern Satin Glass sugar bowl with gold writing "Chicago 1893" on one side and
"World's Fair" and some name that can't be read. An unusual piece in this pattern. Size: 6" wide by 3
1/2" deep by 2 5/8" high. Condition: a few minor chips on the glass, but the gold lettering is worn
and the gold on the top edge is mostly gone. Still quite rare.
Estimate: $ 65 - $ 85

$ 35

Lot # 50 - Brass locket on loop for hanging, Eglit #134A. This locket opens to show a black & white
picture of the Chicago water tower and the Government Building at the Fair. Obverse: has a picture
of "Administration Building, Chicago" and "Made in Germany". Reverse: has "World's Columbian
Exposition 1893" written with a wreath around the edge. Size: 1" diameter unopened. Condition:
Fine and the pictures are fine too.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 65

$ 25

Lot # 51 - Pressed Black Coal Medallion. Unlisted in Eglit. Obverse: Bust of Columbus similar to
Columbian Half Dollar. Around edge "World's Columbian Exposition 1892". Reverse: Santa Maria,
again similar to the half dollar with "World's Columbian Exposition 1892". The edge has a groove
around the whole circumference. Size: 13/16" diameter by 3/16"+ thick. Condition: Excellent, except
for chip at 1 o'clock on obverse. Still a rare and desirable piece.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 20

Lot # 52 - Rare Rolled 1880 Canadian 10 cent piece with clear image of Queen Victoria on the
reverse. Obverse pictures "Columbian Exposition 1893" with only 1 STAR. Size: 1 1/16" wide by
3/4". Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 30

Lot # 53 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #E535. Obverse: "Columbus in Sight of the New World" with
large "Santa Maria" in the center and 2 other caravels in the background. Reverse: Arial View of Fair
Grounds with "The Worlds Columbian Exposition." at the top and "Chicago, U.S.A. 1893" at the
bottom. Size: 1 15/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent because of one edge nick but it has a Near
Mirror Finish.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 125

$ 45

Lot # 54 - Sterling Silver Box Dollar (also known as Opium Dollar), Eglit #E92. Obverse: Bust of
"Christopher Columbus","1492 1893" with a shield on each side (US and Spain?). Reverse: This is
the door that opens to reveal the inside of the box pictures the "Administration Building". Around the
top "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago". Inside is still the mica and the ring that keeps the mica
in place. Marked "Sterling" at bottom. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Almost uncirculated.
Estimate: $ 125 - $ 175

$ 50

Lot # 55 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #E556 (H&K 175). Obverse: In center the globe showing Western
Hemisphere. Around the globe are 8 female heads. Reverse: Enscription in Wreath "Columbian
Exposition 1492 Chicago 1892 1893". Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extra Fine with minor
faults.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 25

Lot # 56 - 1892 Rolled Dime "Columbian Exposition" with 2 stars, one above 'um' and one below 'si'
and "1893" with the right side of the '3' off the edge. Size: 1" wide by 3/4". Condition: Excellenbt
with clear image of Barber head and writing.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 55

$ 20

Lot # 57 - A 2 piece box Aluminum medal with a hinge at top. Obverse: Shows bust of Columbus
over 2 globes, spread wing eagle and world's fair grounds below. "World's Columbian Exposition"
around top. Reverse: Pictures "Fort Dearborn as it stood on Michagin Avenue in 1835". Openned up
the surface is lower leaving a place to glue in photographs. Size: 1 3/4" diameter. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 125 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 58 - 1887 Seated Liberty Rolled Dime. "Columbian Exposition" with NO STARS. Size: 1 1/8"
wide by 3/4" Condition: Extra Fine, has a clear date on the reverse.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 59 - Spinning Aluminum Medal, Eglit #E378, inner Medal inserted in outer detached ring and
anchored by pins at top and bottom to outer ring so that it will spin. Outer ring has inscription of the
names of 14 countries: "Italy", "France", "Russia", "Norway", "Cuba", "Chili", "Brazil", "England",
"Germany", "Spain", "Austria", "Turkey", "Egypt", "China", "Sweden" and "Japan". The back of the
outer ring is blank. Obverse of the inner medal pictures a mostly nude lady with hand outstreched
hand with "World's Columbian Exposition" around the top. Reverse of inner medal pictures western
hemishpere with "Chicago USA" written on North America. Loop above top of outer rim for hanging
on a chain. Size: 1 5/8" diameter. Condition: Extra Fine.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 125

$ 50

Lot # 60 - Gilded bronze medal with the "U.S. Gov't Building" above in large letters and a view of
the building in center and measurements of building in exergue. Reverse: "Treasury Department,
U.S. Mint Exhibit" around edge; in center "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893." Size: 37
mm. Eglit #23 Condition: Good Small area of green in lower left of front. Some darkening and light
wear/scratches.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 61 - Aluminum medal showing scene of Columbus landing with soldiers and globe in
background, with inscription below: "Landing of Columbus in America, Oct. 12, 1492. Pat'd Dec. 1
1891." Reverse: Scene of World's Columbian Exposition; legend above "World's Fair" and
"Souvenir." Size: 44 mm. Eglit #9 Condition: Very Good Some wear.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 62 - Aluminum medal showing small heads of Columbus and C.W.G. Ferris and stastics about
the Ferris Wheel. Around the edge "Souvenir Medal/World's Columbian Exposition" Reverse: Image
of Ferris Wheel and "Ferris Wheel/Greatest Mechanical Achievement of the Age." Size: 38 mm.
Eglit #20 Condition: Fair Gold/bronze color showing through at the bottom of the front side and
extensively around the design on the reverse side.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 63 - Gilded bronze medal with the "U.S. Gov't Building" above in large letters and a view of
the building in center and measurements of building in exergue. Reverse: "Treasury Department,
U.S. Mint Exhibit" around edge; in center "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893." Size: 37
mm. Eglit #23 Condition: Very Good Some darkening and light wear.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 64 - Ruby glass pitcher with etched writing "World's Fair 1893" on one side and "Annie
Thompson from George." on the other. The ruby glass is just around the top 1 1/2", the rest is clear
glass with raised conical bumps. Size: 6 3/4" tall by 7" from spout to handle. Condition: Extremely
Fine with only the smallest roughage on the handle.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 15

Lot # 65 - Piece of cloth with "World's Fair 1892 Chicago" written on it, the landing of Columbus
pictured, "E Pluribus Unum" and the state names in stars. The bust of Columbus and Washington and
the Capitol are also pictured. It is only hemmed on the bottom. Size: 24 1/2" wide by 17 ...
Condition: Fine, some fading and staining.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 66 - Columbian Coin Glass Berry Bowl with 9 frosted medallions. The medallions are of
"1492 Cristopher Columbus 1892" and "Americus Vespucius" and the coat of arms of the United
States and Spain. Size: 2 3/4" high by 8" diameter. Condition: Excellent (flaws in glass as made).
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 200

$ 60

Lot # 67 - Stevensgraph of "Landing of Columbus, Oct. 12th, 1492" in silk written on the ribbon and
the original mat. Appears to be the original frame. Rossen pg. 57 item #1. Size: Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

$ 50

Lot # 68 - Oval shaped, bronze colored cast metal tray with scalloped edges and the raised design of
"Landing of Columbus" in the center. Design shows Columbus holding a flag with his men around
him, bowed and kneeling. Size: Length: 5.25", Width: 7.75", Condition: Good No bronze coloring
around the entire rim along a gold metal to show through with dark areas around the design.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 69 - Round clear glass paperweight with frosted glass profile of Christopher Columbus in the
center. Around the outer edge is embossed "World's Columbian 1892 Exposition 1492." Size:
Height: 1.25", Diameter: 3.25" Condition: Very Good Small area of adhesive residue on bottom.
Small chip in center, near design.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$4

$8

Lot # 70 - Two page hand-out in the shape of a ham, with illustrations of ham making process inside,
from Nelson Morris & Co. Size: 4.75" x 2.5" Condition: Very good - slight wear
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 71 - Fold-out pamphlet from California Fig Syrup Co. about product and the Expo. Size: 5.25"
x 4" Condition: Very good - slightly yellowed
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 72 - Souvenir booklet with 12 fold-out pages with sepia tone views of the Expo Grounds, The
ad on front cover is for Sunshine Stoves, Heaters, and Ranges. Size: 6.75" x 3.5" Condition: Good wear and creasing to the edges
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 73 - Advertising hand-out from Swift and Company, Butterine Packers. The front cover shows
exhibit and inside has locations of company's exhibits at the Expo. Size: 6" x 3.5" Condition: Very
good - slight wear
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$4

Lot # 74 - Advertising hand-out from Swift and Company, Butterine Department. The front cover
shows exhibit and inside has locations of company's exhibits at the Expo. Size: 6" x 3.5" Condition:
Very good - slight wear
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$4

Lot # 75 - "Windsor Castle at Chicago" booklet produced by Sunlight Soap, contains description of
Windsor Castle and about the Company. Size: 6" x 4.75" Condition: Very good - slight discoloration
of covers
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 76 - Illustrated script for Imre Kiralfy's play "America" - performed at the Auditorium at the
fair . Size: 8.5" x 5.5" Condition: Fair - Pieces missing from the front cover; wear
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 77 - Match safe with embossed "Administration Building" on the body and "Horticultural
Building" on the lid. "World's Fair 1492 1893" is embossed above the Administration Building. Both
sides are the same. It is made of metal with a bright silver toned finish. Size: 2 7/8" tall by 1 1/2"
wide by 3/8" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 25

Lot # 78 - Metal plaque with a reverse glass image of the "Electrical Building World's Fair 1893" in
the center. Size: Overall: 4 3/4" square, glass insert is 3" in diameter. Condition: Good, because there
is flaking in the sky, the building and foreground are nice.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 79 - Silk Ribbon marked "Souvenir of the World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893"
picturing 2 eagles, the globe, the "U.S. Government Building.", American Flags "and the Star
Spangled Banner O long may it wave Oer the Land of the Free and the Home of the Brave". Along
bottom "Welcome to all Nations". Size: 8 5/8" ling by 2 1/2". Condition: Extremely Fine with soiling
at top right and no tassel.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 80 - Eight sided china plate with multicolor picture of "Manufacturers and Liberal Arts
Building World's Fair, Chicago". Size: 4 7/8" by 4 1/2" wide. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 81 - "Kansas" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative
scroll design. "Kansas" on the bar at top. "Souvenir" at top, "World's" at top of globe, "Columbian"
in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is marked "MNFD by
Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St. Chicago." Size: 1 5/8" at the
widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Fine with some wear on edges and bar at top.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 82 - "Missouri" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative
scroll design. "Missouri" on the bar at top. "Souvenir" at top, "World's" at top of globe,
"Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is marked
"MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St. Chicago." Size:
1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Fine, pin is missing and there is wear on
edges and in the field and on the bar at top.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 83 - "Michigan" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative
scroll design. "Michigan" on the bar at top. "Souvenir" at top, "World's" at top of globe,
"Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is marked
"MNFD by Schwaab S. & ... Condition: Very Good, pin is missing and there is wear on edges and 3
small spots of corrosion in the field and wear on the bar at top.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25

$ 10

Lot # 84 - "Mexico" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative
scroll design. "Mexico" on the bar at top. "Souvenir" at top, "World's" at top of globe, "Columbian"
in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is marked "MNFD by
Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St. Chicago." Size: 1 5/8" at the
widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Pin is missing, otherwise Extra Fine.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 85 - "New York" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative
scroll design. "New York" on the bar at top. "Souvenir" at top, "World's" at top of globe,
"Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is marked
"MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St. Chicago." Size:
1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Pin is missing, otherwise Extremely
Fine.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 86 - "New Jersey" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative
scroll design. "New Jersey" on the bar at top. "Souvenir" at top, "World's" at top of globe,
"Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is marked
"MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St. Chicago." Size:
1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Very Fine, with light toning overall.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 87 - "Illinois" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative
scroll design. "Illinois" on the bar at top. "Souvenir" at top, "World's" at top of globe, "Columbian"
in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is marked "MNFD by
Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St. Chicago." Size: 1 5/8" at the
widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Very Fine with light corrosion on left and right edge
in center and light wear on the bar.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 88 - "Ohio" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative scroll
design. "Ohio" on the bar at top. "Souvenir" at top, "World's" at top of globe, "Columbian" in ribbon
in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is marked "MNFD by Schwaab S. &
S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St. Chicago." Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2
1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Very Fine with light wear on edge and in field. (Note: the red in
the bar is a flash reflection - the bar is brass colored)
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 18

Lot # 89 - Coin purse made of leather with an embossed metal top picturing "Art Palace World's
Fair". There is a brass edge around the top that holds the clasp. Size: Top 2" wide by 1". The purse is
1 5/8" deep. Condition: Very Good, the silver color is worn off the top and there is wear on the
leather portion.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 90 - Small purse with 2 separate pouches. The top has 2 metal lids, one with an embossed
picture of "Worlds Fair Electricity Building" and the small lid has an embosses "Worlds Fair
Administration Building". Size: Top is 3 5/8" wide by 1 3/4". It is 1" deep when the pouch is ...
Condition: The top is Extremely Fine, but the pouch is worn and has holes in it.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 91 - Hanging Embossed Ceramic plate depicting panorama of "World's Fair Chicago 1893"
Rossen page 143 #4. Painted in the water area and plant area at the top of plate. Size: 7 1/2"
diameter. Condition: Very Fine, no chips or cracks but the paint is worn.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 92 - Mutlicolor plate of landing of Columbus. "To Castille and Leon was Given a New
World","San Salvador A D 1492". Four vignettes are around the edge: one pictures Columbus, 2
picture flags and one crest at top. Marked "197" on back. Size: 8 3/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 93 - White china plate with black image of "The Government Building." with "World's
Exposition, Chicago. 1893". Raised pattern around edge looks like waves radiating to the edge of the
plate. Marked "England" with "W" in a crown on the back. Size: 7 1/8" at the widest. Condition:
Fine, has 2 very small flakes under the edge not visible from top.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 94 - Multicolor "Bryant & May's Celebrated Wax Vestas" tin with picture of "Agriculture
Building", "Chicago World's Fair 1893" on the lid. There is a striker on the bottom and there are still
matches inside. Also Marked "London" and "Made in England". Size: 1 7/8" wide by 1 1/4" by 1/2"
deep. Condition: Fine, the colors are strong but there is a scratch in the top that lowered the condition
rating.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 95 - White china bone dish with black image of "The Art Palace" with "World's Exposition,
Chicago. 1893". Blue border around edge. Marked "England" with "W" in a crown on the back. Size:
6 7/8" by 3 1/8" at the widest. Condition: Fine, has a chip on the back edge and crazing throughout.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 96 - Small folder with black pages (made of cardboard) and gold printed image of "Electrical
Building. Columbian Exposition 1893 Chicago Ills." and "Dimensions 700 by 350 Feet.". On the
back is an advertisement for "P.P. Mastr & Co." for "Buckeye Grain Drills" and more. Size: 4 1/4"
by 2 5/8". Condition: Good, the binding is worn and split and the gold is a little worn. The original
pencil is missing
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 97 - Multicolor Cigar Box label of the "Columbia Dome". Pictures the Horticultural building
with the hemisphere of the globe as the dome. Marked in small letters "Title & Design owned by
Friedman Columbia Dome Cigar Co. Registered in Patent Off Washington, D.C." Size: 7 1/2" wide
by 6" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 98 - Muticolor Cigar Box End Label with "Exposition" across the top and Columbus on a boat
with Miss Liberty on the shore holding an American Flag and the Administration Bulding in the
background. Marked in small letters: "Litho. Geo. Schlegel N.Y." Size: 4 1/2" wide by 4 1/2" high.
Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$5

Lot # 99 - Multicolor print of "Music Hall.", "Peristyle.", "Casino.", and marked "World's Columbian
Exposition Chicago". This is a "Art Supplement of The Chicago Times, Sunday July 2nd 1893."
printed on glossy stock. Size: 10 7/8" wide by 7 7/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$3

Lot # 100 - Multicolor print of "Horticultural Building", and marked "World's Columbian Exposition
Chicago". This is a "Art Supplement of The Chicago Times, Sunday, Sept. 17th, 1893" printed on
glossy stock. Size: 10 7/8" wide by 7 7/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$3

Lot # 101 - Trade Card for "Tivoli Cafe.","16 & 18 Eddy Street, San Francisco". Multicolor picture
of Machinery Hall with Boats in front. The back is blank. Nice early San Francisco Advertising card.
Size: 5 15/16" wide by 3 15/16" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 102 - Trade Card for "John R. Neal & Co.", "Fresh and Frozen Fish", "T Wharf, Boston,
Mass.". The other side pictures in blue the fisheries Building "World's Columbian Exposition",
"Chicago, 1893". All printing is Blue, with a red star on the advertising side. Size: 5 1/8" wide by 3
1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, it has a brown spot over the building on the right.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 103 - Trade Card for "C. M. Adams, dealer in Furniture, Mattresses, Etc." written on front
above a picture of the Horticultural Building. On the back is more advertising. This store is in
"Gallipolis, Ohio.". Size: 6" wide by 4 1/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, slight dorner damage on
both bottom corners.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10
Lot # 104 - Calendar Card "Compliments of Groder's Botanic Dyspepsia Syrup." Has the "1893"
calendar on one side and pictures "Machinery Hall" "World's Columbian Exposition 1893" on the
other. The card is black printing, pciture side has a tan background, the calendar has a white
background. Marked in small writing: "Chisholm Bros. Lith. ... Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10
Lot # 105 - "Enterprise Lawn Sprinklers" Trade Card. On the front is a multicolor picture of the
"Horticultural Building" and 2 people (one is "Horace Greely" (sic) - a loser in the Presidential Race
in 1872) talking to 2 farmers. The back is advertising copy printed in blue. Size: 3 3/8" wide by ...
Condition: Good, because there is a 1/2" piece of the card missing on the edge on the right, otherwise
it is bright and clean.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 106 - Trade Card for "C. M. Hendersons & Co, Chicago." This multicolor card pictures 2
children standing in front of the "Government Building" holding a sign for "Henderson's Little Red
School House Shoes." The back has advertising copy in black. Size: 4 1/8" wide by 2 3/4" high.
Condition: Fine, there is corner damage in upper right and a little paper loss on the back
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
Lot # 107 - Ticket "Good Only on Day of Sale.", "World's Columbian Exposition.", "Chicago" also
marked 1/S and signed with a facsimilie of the Presidens signature. The back has a design. Size: 3
1/4" wide by 1 3/4" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20
Lot # 108 - Rare Goldsmith Postal Card without the seal. One side is a "Postal Card One Cent.",
"United States of America", "This side for address only.", with an engraving of Grant. The other side
pictures "U.S. Naval Exhibit", "Battle Ship 'Illinois'" written under a multicolor picture of the ship.
On the left ... Condition: Extremely Fine with a little corner damage and one small brown spot on the
address side.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80
Lot # 109 - Rare Goldsmith Postal Card without the seal. One side is a "Postal Card One Cent.",
"United States of America", "This side for address only.", with an engraving of Grant. The other side
pictures "The Fisheries Building" written under a multicolor picture of the building. On the left side
of the ... Condition: Very Fine with a couple light spots on the address side and a light spot near the
bottom of the picture side.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80
Lot # 110 - Postal Card. One side is a "Postal Card One Cent.", "United States of America", "This
side for address only.", with an engraving of Grant. The other side pictures in black only
"Transportation Building. World's Columbian Exposition 1893." on the left is "World's Columbian
Exposition" with "Christopher Columbus" in an oval ... Condition: Good, damage on the right edge
and corners and several creases. Still quite rare.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$2

$1

$2

$2

$1

$1

$5

$1

$1

$1

Category: 1894 California Mid-Winter (111 to 113)
Held in Golden Gate Park San Francisco

Picture

Description
Lot # 111 - 1894 California Mid-Winter Exposition multicolor advertising folder for "Nature's
Pleassant Laxative' "Syrup of Figs" "manufactured by California Fig Syrup Co., San Francisco, Cal,
Louisville, Ky., New York N.Y." The folder opens to 4 panels. 4 panels (one side is color) and 4
panel (other side) are black printing. The color side includes the cover that pictures a little girl
holding a fig branch. The back (one color panel) pictures "Yosemite Falls" "Mariposa Co, Ca. The
black panels shoe 4 different buildings: "Manufacturer and Liberal Arts Building.", "Agricltural and
Horticultural Hall.", "Mechanicals Arts Building.", "Administration Building." 6 pages of copy
marketing the product, 2 of them talk about the Fair. A wonderful and rare advertising booklet. Size:
Closed: 3 7/8 inches wide by 5 1/4 inches high, Opened: 15 3/8 inches wide. Condition: Overall
Excellent with bright colors, it has very minor paper damage at the bottom of the cover (not enough
to keep it from being Excellent).
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75
Lot # 112 - Small gold colored demitasse spoon with image of a bear embossed in the bowl, around
the image is printed "Mid-Winter/Exposition/1894.". The handle is done in a twisted design with a
round piece at the top, with the image of the Manufactures Building embossed on it. Size: 4.5" x .75"
Condition: Good - gold finish is worn off and the underlying silver metal is visible in areas.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Lot # 113 - Etched Ruby Glass with an image of a building and "San Francisco Midwinter
Exposition 1894" and grapes on a vine all etched into the glass. The glass has a lear bottom. The
name "May." is also etched into the glass. Size: 3 5/8" tall by 2 3/4" diameter at the top. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

Minimum
Bid

$ 35

$5

$ 20

Category: 1900 - Paris Exposition Universelle (114 to 116)
Picture

Description
Lot # 114 - Stereoview (photograph attached to the card) of "14210. In the Flowery Kingdom, Paris
Exposition, France." Also marked "Copyright 1901, by B. W. Kilburn." and "James M. Davis,
NewYork, St. Louis, Liverpool, Toronto, Sydney." Pictures a flower exhibit and the glass walls of
the building in the backgroung. Size: 7" ... Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 115 - Stereoview (photograph attached to the card) of "11704 - General View of the Exposition
from the Tower of the Trocadero, Paris, 1900." "Keystone Viera Company, Manufacturers and
Publishers.", "Meadville, Pa. St. Louis, Mo, Copyright, 1900, by B. L. Singley." Size: 7" wide by 3
1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight corner denting.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 116 - United States pavilion postcard. "Exposition Universelle du Paris 1900." "Pavillon des
Etates-Unis". Unused Multicolor postcard. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine,
with nice bright colors, but there is a little discoloring on the right side (not in image) and the corners
are a little damaged.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

Minimum
Bid
$4

$4

$1

Category: 1901 Pan American Exposition (117 to 120)
Held in Buffalo New York.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 117 - Aluminum encased 1901 Indian Head Penny, Obverse: "Good Luck Souvenir" Below
Penny "Buffalo, N.Y.", "Pan-American Exposition" around the bottom. Reverse: Around top "Lucky
Penny", "I'm It" below that "Pat. Apr. 23, 1901" and "Pocket Piece" at bottom, The piece has a
reeded edge. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Penny is About Uncirculated, the aluminum is extra
fine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 118 - "Around the "Pan" with Uncle Hank: A Trip Through the Pan-American Exposition" by
"Fleming, Thomas. Hardcover book; 262 page illus. book published by Nut Shell Pub. Co., New
York, 1901. Condition:
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Lot # 119 - Amber glass mug with etched picture of buffalo and the words "Pan American
Exposition 1901" on the side of the mug. There are 2 lines of glass beads running up and down the
side next to the buffalo and a decoration around the bottom. Size: 3 1/4" tall by 3 3/4" to the edge of
the handle. Condition: Very Fine because there are 3 little chips in the rim.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 120 - Ruby glass with clear cut glass bottom. This small glass has etched in it: "Jennie" and
"Pan American 1901". Size: 2 3/4" tall by 2 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$5

Category: 1904 St. Louis World's Fair (121 to 162)
Also known as the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, it was held to commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the Purchase from France.
R L H refers to Robert L. Hendershott's book "1904 St. Louis World's Fair

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 121 - Coin Purse with paper outside that is printed in green to look like a dollar bill, but
pictures the "Festival Hall" and across the top "Souvenir Louisiana Purchase Exposition". On the
sides it has "100 years". Inside it is marked "Prosperity Purse, Manufactured by W. Millard Palmer
Company Grand Rapids Mich." It opens to reveal a change purse. Hendershott 48-570. Size: closed 3
3/8" by 2 5/8". Condition: Very Fine with a some paper loss and some cracking/tears, still a nice
example of this rare object.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 122 - Cloth Pillow Top, "World's Fair St. Louis", pictures "Cascades" in red, blue & yellow
with orange in the sky and a blue border. Hendershott #16-70. Size: 23" wide by 22 1/4" high.
Condition: Fine, there is staining on the border and in the corners of the image.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 123 - Admission Ticket with stub "Good for One Admission at Pay at Gate Between July 15th
and Dec.1st, 1904". Marked across the top "Louisiana Purchase Exposition". There is a picture of a
rider on a horse on the ticket. There are 2 facsimile signatures. The sub is attached and it has ...
Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 124 - Admission Ticket with stub for "St. Louis Day.","Louisiana Purchase Exposistion". Has
a picture of a statue of LaClede". Sub marked "Sept. 15th, 1904". Rear says "Souvenir St. Louis Day,
Sept 15th, 1904". Size: 6" Wide by 2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$5

$5

Lot # 125 - Multicolor Cigar Box Label picturing Cascades (in brown) in center and Native
American on the left and American Flag on the right. Marked "Flor Fina" in the center of the bottom.
Size:10 3/16" wide by 6 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 126 - China Cup with black image of "Electricity Building", "World's Fair St. Louis MO",
"1904" on the front and red and purple flowers on a yellow background around the rest of the cup.
The top rim and handle are gold wash. Size: 2 1/4" tall by 2 3/4" from rim edge ... Condition: Fine, it
has 2 rim chips (about 1/8 inch each) and the gold is worn off the handle and the rim. Still a very
attractive and unusual cup.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 10

Lot # 127 - Multicolor celluloid button with picture of the "U. S. Government Building". Written
above it is "Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis, 1904". This button is in beautiful colors and
was made by " (marked on back) Whitehead and Hoag". Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 20

Lot # 128 - Stereoview of "15038 - Festival Hall and Cascades by Night, Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, St. Louis, Mo. U. S. A.". Pictures lights on the edge of Festival Hall, an uncommon
view. Marked on the sides "Keystone View Company Manufacturers & Publishers Copyright 1904
by B. L. Singley" and list of citys ... Condition: Very Fine, there are some scratches in the bottom
area of the picture (in the pool).
Estimate: $ 7 - $ 10
Lot # 129 - Stereoview of "No 502. Palace of Manufacturers." Marked "Metropolitan Series." on the
sides. The picture is printed on the card. Size: 7" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, the front
is strong but there are some stains on the back.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 7

$3

$1

Lot # 130 - Stereoview of "354 California's Exhibit of Fruit" with more information printed on the
back. This is a color image printed on the card of the exhibit with jars of the product all over a
replica of the mission. Size: 7" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, slight edge damage.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 7
Lot # 131 - Match Safe with cigar cutter. Embossed building of "Palace of Mines and Metallurgy" on
one side and "Palace of Manufacturers.", "St. Louis 1904." on the other side. Size: 2 5/8" by 1 3/8"
by 7/16". Condition: Good, the metal is worn overall.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$2

$ 10

Lot # 132 - Milk glass tumbler with embossed pictures of fair buildings: "Palace of Machinery",
"Cascades Gardens", "Louisiana Purchase Monument" and "St. Louis Union Station". Size: 4 7/8"
tall by 3 1/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 133 - Booklet: "Beauties of the World's Fair and St. Louis 1904". 48 page black and white
photographs of the fair building and St. Louis proper (12 of the pages). Size: 10" wide by 8" high.
Condition: Good, cover has tape on binding and corners missing. Inside has a small hole in one page.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 134 - China Plate printed in blue with "Napoleon" pictured in the center and "1803-1904",
"Louisiana Purchase Souvenir Plate" under the picture. Around the edge of the plate are pictured the
following buildings: "Palace of Electricity.", "Palace of Liberal Arts.", "Palace of Machinery.", and
"Hall of Festivals." Marked on back made by "Victoria Art Co." Hendershott #42-660. Size: 10 1/4"
diameter. Condition: Very Fine, one 1/8 chip on edge.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 135 - Ruby glass cup with handle. The bottom is clear glass with an unside-down heart pattern.
"World's Fair 1904" and "Emma J. Strombeck" are etched into it. Size:3 3/8" high by 3 3/4" from lip
to edge of handle. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$5

Lot # 136 - Ruby glass cup with handle. The bottom is clear glass cut into hexagons. "World's Fair
St. Louis 1904" and "E. A. W. From E. F. W.. Size: 2 7/8" tall by 3 5/8" from lip to edge of handle.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$5

Lot # 137 - Weller plate in a light greenish blue picturing Andrew Jackson. Size: 4 3/8" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine, has a few small black spots.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 138 - Aluminum salt shaker with "World's Fair 1904 St Louis." stamped into the front. Size: 2"
tall by 1 1/8" diameter at the base. Condition: Very Good, there is a little staining on the front (which
may clean up) and the inside screw threads where the top and bottom attach are damaged (not visible
but still quite damaged).
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$3

Lot # 139 - Aluminum box for collar buttons with "Where's My" and a picture of a button embossed
in the lid and "World's Fair 1904" etched in the lid. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 2" by 1" high. Condition:
Very Fine with slight toning overall.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Lot # 140 - Ruby glass toothpick holder with clear cut glass bottom. "World's Fair St. Louis, 1904"
and "Amelia." are etched in it. Size: 2 1/8" high by 1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$5

Lot # 141 - Aluminum stamp box with embossed "Worlds Fair St. Louis 1904" on the top. Inside
slides open on hinge to reveal storage for stamps. Size: 1 5/8" wide by 1 1/8" by 3/16" thick.
Condition: Very Fine, slight dent and light discoloration.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$6

Lot # 142 - Change purse with a metal top and a leather pouch. The top has an embossed picture of
"Palace of Electricity St. Louis 1904". Size: 2 5/8" wide by 1 7/8" to end of the clasp. The pouch is 2
3/8". Condition: Fine, the top is dark from never having been cleaned and the pouch is worn. The
pouch is partially disconnected from the top.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 143 - Spoon with multicolor tin lithography in the bowl picturing "Pal. O. Electricity". The
spoon is brass colored, probably plated. There are remnants of red coloring inside the decoration at
the end of the handle. There are no other markings on the spoon. Size: 4 1/2" long by 15/16" at ...
Condition: Fair, the picture in the bowl is flaked and discolored and any color that was present on the
handle almost completely gone.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$5

Lot # 144 - Pot metal dish with embossed "Fine Arts Building", "World's Fair - St. Louis", "1904".
Size: 4 3/4" diameter. Condition: Good, with wear to the bronze plating.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 145 - Metal cup with embossed buildings. There is gold wash in the background and not on the
buildings or the names (as made). Marked "World's Fair St. Louis". The buildings are:
"Manufacturers Building", "Liberal Arts Building", "Varied Industries Building", and "U.S.
Government Building". Size: 3 7/16" tall by 2 1/4" inch ... Condition: Very Fine with light wear and
age toning.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$5

Lot # 146 - Envelope with multicolor picture of "Palace of Agriculture Official" ,"World's Fair St.
Louis, 1904" in red. Printed by "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis & New York - Sole
Stationery Licensee" Size: 6 1/2" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, with a couple of
very faint spots and the flap is sealed shut.

$4

Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 147 - Envelope with multicolor picture of "Palace of Liberal Arts Official" ,"World's Fair St.
Louis, 1904" in red. Printed by "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis & New York - Sole
Stationery Licensee" Size: 6 7/16" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, there is a brown stain
1/8" wide from top to bottom on the back, slight edge creases and the flap is partially sealed
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 148 - "Art Palace" "Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904" multicolor Postcard
published by "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co. St. Louis, Mo. Sole World's Fair Stationers". Size: 3
1/2 inches high by 5 1/2 inches wide. Condition: Very Fine, has one bent corner (lower left).
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 149 - Postcard with a color picture of the "Belgium Building" and marked "Official Souvenir
World's Fair St. Louis 1904". If has a message dated 9/8/04 written on the side of the picture. Stamp
is postmarked "World's Fair St; Louis". Printed by "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co. St. Louis, Mo.
Sole World's Fair ... Condition: Fair because It has a 3/4" tear that has been repaired in the upper
right hand corner and edge damage.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 150 - Multicolor Postcard of "The East Mississippi River Bridge". Written to the right of the
picture in red is "This is one of the main features of the St. Louis World's Fair. Another is Blanke's
Faust Blend Coffee. Best on Earth or Anywhere Else." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 5/16" ... Condition:
Very Fine, unused with slight damage to 3 corners.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 151 - Multicolor Postcard with 2 buildings pictured on it. "Palace of Transportation 525 by
1,300 Feet, covering fifteen acres." and "Palace of Manufactures 525 by 1200 Feet, Area 14 Acres.
Cost $ 529,940." Also has "World's Fair St. Louis Mo. 1904." in the upper right corner and "Hesse
Envelope Co., St. ... Condition: Very Fine, unused with a crease near one corner and slight damage
to other corner.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8
Lot # 152 - Multicolor Postcard with 2 buildings pictured on it. "Temple of Fraternity" and
"Machinery Building. 525 by 1000 Feet. Cost $ 496,597" Also has "World's Fair St. Louis Mo.
1904." in the upper right corner and "Hesse Envelope Co., St. Louis, Publishers." in small letters on
the left edge. Size: 5 ... Condition: Fine, used (but stamp is missing), there is a damage to the left
edge and corner.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 4
Lot # 153 - Multicolor Postcard with the "Administration Building" pictured on it. There is a statue
inside a flag drapped circle on the left. Also has "World's Fair St. Louis Mo. 1904." in the upper right
corner and "Hesse Envelope Co., St. Louis, Publishers." in small letter on the left edge. Size: 5 ...
Condition: Very fine, unused with a tiny pin hole in upper right corner, otherwise nice and clean.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 154 - Multicolor Postcard with the "United State Government Building 175 by 800 Feet Cost.
$ 450,000" pictured on it. Also has "World's Fair St. Louis Mo. 1904." in the upper right corner and
"Hesse Envelope Co., St. Louis, Publishers." in small letter on the bottom left. Size: 5 7/16" wide by
... Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8
Lot # 155 - Multicolor Postcard of the "Missouri State Building" on a silver colored background with
"Official Souvenir World's Fair - St. Louis 1904" at the top. There are people in front of the building
and the state seal in the upper left corner. Marked on the bottom: "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St.
... Condition: Extremely fine, unused with slight corner damage.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 5
Lot # 156 - Multicolor Postcard of the "Palace of Mines and Metallurgy" on a silver colored
background with "Official Souvenir World's Fair - St. Louis 1904" at the top. There are people in
front of the building and a couple of mallets in the upper left corner. Marked on the bottom: "Samuel
Cupples ... Condition: Good, unused with small damage in the surface on the left side of the card.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
Lot # 157 - Multicolor Postcard of the "Government Building" on a silver colored background with
"Official Souvenir World's Fair - St. Louis 1904" at the top. There are people in front of the building
and an eagle, flag and sheild in the lower left corner. Marked on the bottom: "Samuel Cupples
Envelope Co., ... Condition: Fine, unused with a small scratch in the sky.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$4

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 158 - "Hold Card to Light" "Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904". Multicolored
picture of "Palace of Electricity". Along the left edge in tiny writing "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co.,
St. Louis , Mo., Sole World's Fair Stationers." Hold the card up with a light source behind it and the
windows in ... Condition: Very Fine with a crease to the right of the words "Hold to Light.", and
although the postcard was not addresses or mailed, a message was written in ink on the bottom of the
front to 'Sarah'.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 159 - "Hold Card to Light" "Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904". Multicolored
picture of "The Art Palace". Along the left edge in tiny writing "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St.
Louis , Mo., Sole World's Fair Stationers." Hold the card up with a light source behind it and the
windows in ... Condition: Extremely Fine unused with one a small brown stain at the bottom and 2
pin point brown spots.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40
Lot # 160 - "Hold Card to Light" "Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904". Multicolored
picture of "Cascade Gardens and Grand Basin.". Along the left edge in tiny writing "Samuel Cupples
Envelope Co., St. Louis , Mo., Sole World's Fair Stationers." Hold the card up with a light source
behind it and the ... Condition: Fine. It has been mailed and has light overall soiling.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 161 - "Hold Card to Light" "Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904". Multicolored
picture of "Transportation Building". Along the left edge in tiny writing "Samuel Cupples Envelope
Co., St. Louis , Mo., Sole World's Fair Stationers." Hold the card up with a light source behind it and
the windows in the ... Condition: Extremely Fine and unused.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40
Lot # 162 - "Hold Card to Light" "Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904". Multicolored
picture of "Grand Lagoon.". Along the left edge in tiny writing "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St.
Louis , Mo., Sole World's Fair Stationers." Hold the card up with a light source behind it and the
windows in the ... Condition: Fine, it is used and canceled on the picture side, both corners on the
right are creased and there is a little damage at the top to the left of the word 'Hold'.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Category: 1905 Lewis and Clark Exposition (163 to 163)
Held in Portland, Oregon this fair celebrated the 100th anniversary of the journey of Lewis and Clark to explore the newly purchased
land from France. The journey started and ended in St. Louis and went all the way to the Pacific Ocean.

Picture

Description

Lot # 163 - Sterling demitasse spoon with a picture of the "Foreign Building", "1905", "Lewis &
Clark", "Portland, Ore." embossed in the bowl. A Teepee is pictured on the handle and the end is in
the shape of an indian's head. Size: 3 1/2" long by 11/16" at the widest part of the bowl. Condition:
Very Fine, slight bend in handle.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Minimum
Bid

$ 12

Category: 1905 Exposition De Liege (164 to 164)
Picture

Description
Lot # 164 - Multicolor Cigar Box Label "Exposition De Liege" pictures a woman, building, shield
with "L G 1905" on it, a sunrise, a lake and 2 gold seals with writing on them. Marked "Marque
Deposee" on the bottom. Size: 10 3/8" wide by 6" high. Condition: Extremely Fine because the
bottom right corner is missing about 1/8".
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

Minimum
Bid
$8

Category: 1907 Jamestown Exposition (165 to 169)
Held in Jamestown, Virginia, this World's Fair celebrated the 300th anniversary of the first settlement on North American shores.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 165 - Poster "At the Jamestown Tercentennial/Bronco Busters The cow boy will be as he
always is an attractive feature at the Exposition." . Poster with black and white drawing of cowboys
on bucking broncos by Frederic Remington in the upper left and lower right corners. In the upper
right corner is printed "At the Jamestown Tercentennial." In the lower left corner is printed "Bronco
Busters/The cow boy will be as he always is an attractive feature at the Exposition." Size: 1 poster;
20" x 14.5". Condition: Excellent (Covered with plastic and backed with cardboard [not acid free].)
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 15

Lot # 166 - Poster "Jamestown Expostion May 1st to Nov. 1st 1907/Manufacture & Liberal Arts
Palace/Bird's Eye View of Jamestown Exposition/Historic Jamestown Church Tower" . Poster with
black and white images of [from top to bottom]: the Manufacture & Liberal Arts Palace; Bird's Eye
View of Jamestown Exposition; Historic Jamestown Church Tower. Printed in the upper right corner
is "Jamestown Expostion/May 1st to Nov. 1st/1907." [incorrect dates printed] Size: 1 poster; 20" x
14.5". Condition: Excellent (Covered with plastic and backed with cardboard [not acid free].)
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 15

Lot # 167 - NO LOT
Lot # 168 - Multicolored postcard of "Jamestown Exposition". There is a printer's mark on the
bottom right corner that I can't read with a number 10414. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine, slight edge damage on right.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 169 - Multicolor postcard of "bird's Eye View of the Jamestown Exposition". This "Tuck's Post
Card" is signed "Oilette" on the lower right hand corner. Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Category: 1909 Hudson Fulton Celebration (170 to 170)
Commemorating the 300th anniversary of the discovery of the Hudson River by Henry Hudson and the 100th anniversary of the first
successful application of steam navigation upon that river by Robert Fulton, the Hudson-Fulton Celebration occurred during 1909 all
along the Hudson River.

Picture

Description
Lot # 170 - Ceramic Mug with "Hudson-Fulton Centennial" written on side. Size: 3 7/8" high and 4
1/2" from base to end of handle. Condition: Very Fine with wear to gold rim, crazing all over, a
small flake in glaze on bottom, and a 1/4" crack on bottom that only goes in a little and might be as
made because the glaze seems to go into the edge of the crack.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Minimum
Bid

$ 10

Category: 1915 San Francisco's Panama-Pacific International Exposition (171 to 175)
Picture

Description
Lot # 171 - Pot metal tray with 5 embossed buildings and an embossed flower design separating the
buildings and around the border. The buildings are: "Tower of Jewels", "Palace of Horticulture",
"U.S. Government Bldg.", "Palace of Fine Arts" and "Arch of the Rising Sun". Also marked "San
Francisco, CAL. 1915.". Size: 8 1/2" ... Condition: Very Fine, beautiful detail with overall toning.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 172 - "Victor Exhibit Mailing Card". Multi-color pop-up card with advertising on the front;
when opened, die cut pictures of a seated couple pop up, with pictures of the exhibit theatre, show,
and the Palace of Manufactures. The front has the trademark emblem for Victor, their exhibit inside
the Palace of Liberal Arts, and unused space for address. The back is blank for correspondence. Size:
9" x 4.75" (l x h). Condition: Good (Tearing of the paper visible on the front and back.)
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 50
Lot # 173 - Postcard "Avenue of Progress/Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San Francisco,
Cal., 1915." Chas. Weidner, San Francisco. Souvenir postcard with hand-colored photograph of
people walking on the Avenue of Progress, with buildings on either side of the avenue. Published by
Chas. Weidner, San Francisco. Printed by The Albertype Co., Brooklyn, N.Y. Has a ... Condition:
Excellent
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 174 - Postcard "Peristyles - Palace of Fine Arts/Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San
Francisco, Cal., 1915." Chas. Weidner, San Francisco. Unused souvenir postcard with hand-colored
photograph of the peristyles of the Palace of Fine Arts with the reflection visible in the water.
Published by Chas. Weidner, San Francisco. Printed by The Albertype Co., ... Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 175 - Postcard "Wall Painting/Netherlands Pavilion/Panama Pacific International
Exposition/San Francisco 1915." . Unused souvenir postcard with a replica of a wall painting titled
"Entrance to the Harbor of Willemstad (Curacao)" from the Netherlands Pavilion at the Exposition.
Painting is justified to the top and left. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

Minimum
Bid
$8

$ 20

$1

$1

$1

Category: 1924 British Empire Exposition (176 to 176)
Held in Wembley, England

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 176 - Multicolor lithographed tin picturing "Imperial Stadium" on the front and in small print
"Reg. No. 703775"; "The Canadian Pavilion" and "The Oriental Bridges" on the back; "The South
African Pavilion" and "The Indian Pavilion" on one side; "The Australian Pavilion" and "The New
Zealand Pavilion" on the other side; and "H.R.H. The Prince of Wales, K.G." on the top. This tin
gives a nice representation of what the fair looked like. Size: 4 1/8 inches tall, 4 inches wide by 2 7/8
inches deep. Condition: Very Fine. The tin has bright unfaded colors, but has some scratches that do
not detract from the presentability of the tin, but keep it from being given an excellent condition.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Category: 1926 Sesquicentennial (177 to 177)
Held in Philadelphia to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Declaration on Independence.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 177 - Hankie with 2 embroidered flags and "1776" "1926". This hankie has a nice deco design
in various shades of blue and white. Size: 9 1/2" by 9 1/2". Condition: Very Fine. The quarter with
the flags is a little faded and there are a few small brown stains on the edge near the flags.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Category: 1930 Liege Exposition Internationale (178 to 178)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 178 - Shoe shaped Pin Cushion. This metal shoe has "Liege 1930" "Exposition Internationale"
on the top of the shoe along with a column and some leaves. Size: 5 inches long, 2 1/8 inches wide
and 1 3/4 inches tall. Condition: Good, there is wear to the lettering on the top and 2 holes in the
bottom and some dents on the bottom too. Was well used for years.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Category: 1933-34 Chicago World's Fair (179 to 255)
Also known as a Century of Progress to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the city of Chicago.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 179 - Cup and Saucer in Red with the image of "St Gaudens' Statue of Lincoln" on the cup and
the "Art Institute Chicago" on the saucer. These pieces are from "Marshall Field & Company
Chicago" made "by Johnson Bros England.". Marked on the back "A Century of Progress 18331933". All the ... Condition: Cup: Excellent. Saucer: Fine, has crazing lines on both top and bottom.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 180 - Dinner Plate in Red with the image of "The First Fort Dearborn 1803" on the plate. This
piece is from "Marshall Field & Company Chicago" made "by Johnson Bros England.". Marked on
the back "A Century of Progress 1833-1933". The plate has a red serrated boarder, raised floral
design. All ... Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 181 - Small plate with a red image of "The Chicago Court House 1865". This plate was "Made
Exclusively for Marshall Field & Company Chicago by Johnson Bros. England". In the center of the
back is written "A Century of Progress 1833-1933". The plate has a red serrated boarder, raised floral
design ... Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Lot # 182 - "Georgian Bay Line Lakes Cruises" Booklet. 1934 Chicago Century of Progress. 24 page
booklet showing routes, schedule & rates, pictures boat, pictures of people enjoying themselves, sites
on the Great Lakes, Pictures of Cities you visit, pictures of the boat interior and the centerfold is
pictures of the fair and ... Condition: Very fine because it was folded down the middle.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$6

Lot # 183 - Rectangle compact with sparkled design of the Hall of Science at night, 1934, on top,
raised flip lid with sparkled sides and back. Size: 2.75" x 1.75" x .5" Condition: Good - empty on
inside (no mirror)
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 184 - Cigarette case. Rectangle case with faux wood background and gold Star of Arcturus
1933 logo in center. Inside is a bar to hold cards. Size: 3.25" x 2.5" Condition: Very good - slight
scratches
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 185 - Copper mug with "Chicago" engraved and color "Hall of Science" sticker on front. Size:
Condition: "Very good - small scratches, light wear to finish on inside"
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 186 - Large copper colored metal skeleton key with Hall of Science at top on front, Travel &
Transport bldg on reverse; "key to Chicago's World Fair" along key, 1934. Size: 4.5" x 1.5"
Condition: Very good - minor wear to paint
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 187 - Small white ceramic saucer with night image of Tribune Tower, sticker at top "19
Century of Progress 33", made in Germany. It has lattice with gold outer rim. Size: 4" diam.
Condition: Very good - minimal wear to gold trim
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 188 - Shallow white ceramic bowl with floral design painted in center, at top is sticker from the
Hall of Science, made in Germany. Size: 1.25" x 4.75" Condition:
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 189 - Oversize brass colored metal skeleton key with Star of Arcturus 1933 logo in center and
thermometer at end. Size: 8.5" x 2.75" Condition: Good - wear to paint
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$6

Lot # 190 - Small oval ruby flash glass tray with scalloped edge and "Worlds Fair 1933" etched in
center. Size: 3.25" x 4.5" Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$6

Lot # 191 - Oversize metal skeleton key with Hall of Science at top on front, Travel & Transport
bldg on reverse; "key to Chicago's World Fair" on thread, 1933. Size: 8.25" x 2.25" Condition: Good
- wear and darkening of the metal; uneven edge on threads
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$6

Lot # 192 - Small rectangular wood box painted black with copper lid. Lid has a faux wood
background and the image of the Gold Temple of Jehol in the center in copper. In the upper right
corner is the Star of Arcturus logo and "1933 A Century of Progress Chicago.". The outside of ...
Condition: Very Good Some slight wear and nicks in the wood. Minor scratching to the lid.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 193 - Celluloid pinback with village in background "See/Midget City" 1934. Size: 1.25" diam.
Condition: Very good - minor crackling/yellowing to pin
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 194 - Square ceramic plate with scalloped edges and green design of "Travel Building / A
Century of Progress / Chicago 1833 - 1933". Embossed decorative urns and designs around the rim.
The word "Pickard" stamped on reverse side in gold. Size: 7 1/2" square. Condition: Extremely Fine,
only slight wear to green.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 195 - Square ceramic plate with scalloped edges and black design of "Fort Dearborn / A
Century of Progress / Chicago 1833 - 1933". Embossed decorative urns and designs around the rim.
The word "Pickard" stamped on reverse side in gold. Size: 7 1/2" square. Condition: Extremely Fine,
only slight wear to black.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 196 - Metal bracelet with embossed buildings and logo. "1933", " Chicago", "1934" across the
top and the building names and "World's Fair" at the bottom. The buildings are: "Electrical Group",
"General Exhibits", "Travel and Transport", "Hall of Science", "Federal and State", and "600 ft Sky
Ride". Size: 2 1/4" diameter by ... Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 197 - Single cuff link of two round circles, each with Star of Arcturus 1933 logo, attached by
thin chain. Size: 2.25" x .5" Condition: Good - darkening
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 198 - Bronze official commemorative medal with man "Research/Industry" on front, reverse bird's eye view of Expo, in box. Size: 1.5" diam. Condition: Very good, no paper insert in box
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$6

Lot # 199 - Gold colored metal cigarette lighter in the shape of a camel with lid on the hump, raised
view of Belgian Village on camel's side. Size: 2.75" x 3.75" x 1" Condition: Fair - significant amount
of loss to the gold paint
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 200 - Metal paperweight in the shape of a globe with eagle with outstretched wings on top,
globe and base both have color stickers of Fair bldgs, dated 1934. Size: 4" x 6.25" Condition: Good some chips of paint; eagle is tarnished
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 201 - Cigarette case. Art Deco design case with white enamel ends and black enamel center,
silver colored Federal bldg on white background in center Size: 3" x 6.5" " Condition: Very good minor scratches
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$4

Lot # 202 - White ceramic saucer with man and woman in center and floral design around, sticker
"Souvenir of Chicago World's Fair" at bottom, lattice outer rim. Marked made in Germany. Size:
5.5" diam. Condition: Good - small chip and four repaired cracks in outer edges
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 203 - Small metal jack from "Simplex". Silver color on outside, painted red on inside with
black top, has Star of Arcturus logo, 1934, on one side. Size: 3.25" x 1.5" diam. Condition: Good some wear and loss of paint
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$4

Lot # 204 - Silver colored metal tie tack with light green enamel Star of Arcturus 1933 logo. Size:
2.5" x .75" Condition: Good - some wear to enamel
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 205 - Small hand mirror made of silver colored metal and with raised design of Fort Dearborn
on the center. Size: 2.5" x 1.5" Condition: "Good - Wear, scratches and tarnish to the finish
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 206 - Silver colored bracelet with 7 links, each embossed with different scene from the Fair,
engraved "Liona" on back. Size: 6.75" x .75" Condition: Good - tarnished
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 207 - Metal keychain "Souvenir of Visit to Home of Swift's Brookfield Sausage" with
"Century of Progress" on reverse side. Size: 2.25" x .75" Condition: Good - incomplete item
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$8
$1

Lot # 208 - Silver metal pocket knife with raised Star of Arcturus 1934 logo in blue enamel in center.
Size: 2.5" x .5" Condition: Good - significant wear to finish
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 209 - Round silver colored pin with raised Federal Building in center, around outside is wreath
w/5 blue stones Size: 1.25" diam. Condition: Very good - wear spot on back
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 210 - Elongated penny with Republic of China building embossed on it (dated 1934). Size:
.75" x 1.25" Condition: Very good - darkened
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 211 - Elongated penny with the Avenue of Flags embossed on it (dated 1934). Size: .75" x 1.5"
Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 212 - Rectangle gold metal pin with blue enamel Star of Arcturus 1933 logo, on original card.
Size: 1.5" x 1.5" Condition: Very good - minor creasing to card
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 213 - Silver colored bracelet with rectangle Star of Arcturus 1933 logo in the center. Size:
6.25" x .5" Condition: Very good - minor tarnish
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 214 - Bracelet. Gold colored metal identification bracelet with oval stamped coin in center
from the American Indian Villages. Size: 5.5" x .75" Condition: Very good - some wear
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$5

Lot # 215 - Small star shaped pin with blue enamel circular design in the center "I Will/1933. Size:
.5" diam Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$4

Lot # 216 - Silver colored metal pin of 3 squares linked together, embossed with Travel & Transport
bldg, Indian and "I Will" heads, Hall of Science. Size: 1.5" x .5" Condition: Very good - minor wear
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 217 - Round aluminum pin embossed with Star of Arcturus 1933 logo. Size: .75" diam.
Condition: Fair - wear to finish around design
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 218 - Rectangle pocket mirror with paper advertisement for Frederick's Oasis Ballroom & Bar.
Size: 2" x 3" Condition: Fair - Paper has water marks and stains; clouding to mirror
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$2

Lot # 219 - Paper parasol with yellow sun design when open. Ceramic handle with "Chicago"
painted on it and two brass plates attached (one red and one blue enamel) with buildings and logo
1934 on them. Size: 19" x 18.5" diam Condition: Good - some wear.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 220 - Mug, 1933 Chicago's Century of Progress World. Small ruby flash glass mug with clear
glass handle and decorative base. Inscribed by hand on one side "World's Fair 1934" and on reverse
side "Billie.". Size: Height: 3", Diameter: 2.5" Condition: Very Good (Some irredescence to the
glass. There is small U-shaped raised line around the handle. At first glance it would appear for be a
repair, but there is no evidence on the inside that it was ever broken.)
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 221 - Elongated penny with U.S. Government Building embossed on it (dated 1993). Size: .75"
x 1.5" Condition: Excellent - shiny w/very minor areas of wear
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 222 - Oval celluloid pocket mirror with black and white image of Belgian Village on one side.
Size: 2.75" x 1.75" Condition: Fair - glass is cracked and worn; brown staining around edge of
design
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$2

Lot # 223 - Silver colored metal tie tack with Art Deco background and black Star of Arcturus 1933
logo in rectangle at center. Size: 2.5" x .5" Condition: Very good - minor wear, mainly to logo
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 224 - Silk hankie with a light blue border and dark blue decorations. In one corner is "1933"
the Star of Arcturus logo and "Japanese Silk". Size: 11" x 11 1/4" Condition: Near Mint, has original
folds from package and from being in someones drawer for years.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 225 - Elongated penny with Hall of Science building embossed on it (dated 1934) Size: .75 x
1.5" Condition: Excellent - slight discoloration on reverse side
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 226 - Elongated penny with Lama Temple of Jehol building embossed on it (dated 1934) Size:
.75" x 1.5" Condition: Good - red discoloration of coin, greening around the words
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 227 - Large gold colored coin w/Federal Building, 1934 on front, reverse - Walgreen bldg.
Size: 2.5" diam. Condition: Very good - some wear to paint
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 228 - Gold colored metal tie tack with Star of Arcturus 1933 logo in rectangle. Size: 2" x .5"
Condition: Very good - minor wear
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 229 - Elongated penny with Star of Arcturus logo embossed vertically on it (dated 1934) Size:
1.5" x .75" Condition: Good - darkened w/small spots of greening
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$2

Lot # 230 - Large copper colored "Lucky Penny" with Indian head; reverse - side is Fort Dearborn.
Size: 2.25" diam Condition: Very good - minor wear of color
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 231 - Pin. Small round celluloid pinback with a globe with a trail (similar to the "Star of
Arcturus" logo) and phrase " I Was There." At the top is "1933" in white on blue background and
orange strip "World's Fair" immediately beneath it. Reverse side is covered with a reflective ...
Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 232 - Metal pinback with gold background and maroon design of Star of Arcturus logo 1933.
Size: 1.5" diam. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 233 - Silver metal tie tack with black enamel Star of Arcturus 1933 logo on original
merchandise card. Size: 3" x 1.5" Condition: Good - some wear to enamel; card is yellowed
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 234 - Silver rectangle metal pin with Star of Arcturus 1933 logo center and "Safety
Glass","Sharp Shooter. Size: 1" x .5" Condition: Very good - wear to finish on reverse side
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 235 - Boxed set of 13 books of the Bible, each in their own booklet, souvenir of the Chicago
Bible Society. Size: 3.25" x 4.75" x 1.75" Condition: Very good - slight wear and yellowing
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 236 - Plaster statue of Fort Dearborn; painted with opening on the back, made in Japan Size:
4.5" x 7" x 2" Condition: Very good - minimal wear to paint; small chip on bottom
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 237 - Bookmark. Triangular brass bookmark with small clip cut at top to mark place; clip has
Star of Arcturus logo 1933 on it; decorative design done in blue enamel. Size: 4.25" x 1" Condition:
Fair - slight bend near clip, wear and deterioration to finish
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 238 - Bookmark. Triangular brass bookmark with small clip at top to mark place; design with a
blue background; Sky Ride on clip; Travel & Transport, Fort Dearborn, Federal bldg, Science Tower
in center. Size: 4.5" x 1" Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 239 - Bookmark. Triangular brass bookmark with small clip at top to mark place; matte design
on a shiny background; Sky Ride on clip; Travel & Transport, Fort Dearborn, Federal bldg, Science
Tower in center. Size: 4.5" x 1" Condition: Very good - slight wear to the design
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 240 - Bookmark. Triangular brass bookmark with small clip at top to mark place; design with a
green background; Sky Ride on clip; Travel & Transport, Fort Dearborn, Federal bldg, Science
Tower in center Size: 4.5" x 1" Condition: Very good - slightly bowed outward in center
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 241 - Sheet of 90 (a full sheet is 100 stamps) green 1 cent U.S. postage stamps w/Fort
Dearborn on it. Plate no. 21140 in upper left corner Size: 8.25" x 10.25" Condition: Good - minor
wear, again this is an incomplete sheet.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 242 - Menu or souvenir from Eitel's Black Forest Inn, 1934 Size: 11.25" x 7.25" Condition:
Excellent
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 243 - "Official World's Fair Weekly for the week ending July 8, 1933. Magazine style guide to
Fair grounds and events; 48 p. Size: 11.5" x 8.5" Condition: Very good - light wear; small tear in
center of front cover
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 244 - "Official World's Fair Weekly for the week ending June 17, 1933". Magazine style guide
to Fair grounds and events; 64 p. Size: 11.5" x 8.5" Condition: Very good - light wear
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 245 - "Official World's Fair Weekly for the week ending September 2, 1933" Guide to Fair
grounds and events; 34 p. Size: 11.5" x 8.5" Condition: Good - Wear, mainly around the edges and to
the cover
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 246 - "Official World's Fair Weekly for the week ending October 14, 1933". Guide to Fair
grounds and events; 34 p. Size: 11.5" x 8.5" Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 247 - Single unused general admission ticket (from book?) w/green "I Will" woman in center.
Size: 2.25" x 6" Condition: Very good - very small holes w/rust ring around it along left side (from
staples?)
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 248 - Partially used ticket book of 5 pages of tickets (2 per page) to various WF attractions
Size: 2.25" x 6.5" Condition: Good - partially used book; minor wear
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$2
$3

Lot # 249 - Used Color Postcard featuring the Avenue of Flags. Published by the Reuben H.
Donnelley Corporation, Chicago, 1933. Typed on reverse side "Official Post Card of/ A Century Of
Progress/ 146. Avenue of Flags." Handwritten note on back Postmarked July 25, 1933, Chicago, IL.
"Century of Progress/ World's fair/ July1/ Nov ... Condition: Excellent Minimal wear at edges.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 4
Lot # 250 - Postcard with color image of "Agriculture Building, Chicago World's Fair". "3A-H307"
in the bottom right hand corner. "Wf-34 Max Rigot Selling Co., Chicago" in small print on the back.
This postcard is used. Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition: Good, has some wear to right side and a
little cancellation on the picture.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

$1

Lot # 251 - Postcard with color image of the "Havoline Thermometer Century of Progree
International Exposition Chicago 1933. This is a night scene because there are spot lights in the
background, along with other buildings. Back is marked "Copyright 1933, Indian Refining
Company". Size: 5 1/2" tall by 3 1/4". Condition: Near Mint and unused.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 252 - Postcard with color image of "582: - The English Village. Chicago World's Fair".
Pictures the village with a fancy horse drawn coach in the forground. On back it is marked "Pub. by
Gerson Bros. Chicago, Ill." Size: 3 1/2" by 5 1/2". Condition: Near Mint and unused.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 253 - Postcard of "The Royal Scot" & "The Burlington" Trains. This black & white postcard
pictures 3 locomotives and has plenty of information about the trains on the bottom of the card. The
back of the card is marked "Burlington Route" & "This card furnished for mailing in the Postal Car
... Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 254 - Postcard of "Seventy Years of Progress in the Railway Post Office". This black and
white postcard pictures the outsdide of the rail car and the inside with all the bags. Copy under the
car picture tells about the history of the mail train. The back of the card is ... Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 255 - Postcard of "50 Years of Progress in Burlington Locomotives". This black and white
postcard pictures 2 locomotives (one old time and one modern). There is copy under the pictures
above the 2 trains and comparing the statistics of the 2 locomotives. The back of the card is marked
"Burlington Route" ... Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1935 California Pacific International Exposition (256 to 257)
Held in San Diego, California

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 256 - Tri-fold free map of Expo grounds, from the Exposition Transportation Co. Size: 5.5" x
2.75" Condition: "Good - some wear, creased from being folded in different directions
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 257 - Round metal paperweight or box lid. "California Pacific International Exposition" "San
Diego" "1935". The writing and pictures of buildings are etched into the brass with white paint filled
in. The edge is black. I am not sure if this is a paperweight or a box lid because the bottom is ...
Condition: Good, it is worn.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Category: 1938 Empire Exhibition Scotland (258 to 258)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 258 - Candy Tin from "Empire Exhibition Scotland 1938" pictures the Scotland building with
flags and people in front. Colors are brown, gold, red and green. Marked "R S McColl" on front and
on side it says "R S McColl Ltd. Confectioners Glasgow, Edinburgh & Branches". Size: 7 inches
wide by 5 1/4 inches by 1 1/2 inches deep. Condition: Very Fine, has a some spotting on the top that
does not detract from the piece.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Category: 1939-1940 New York World's Fair (259 to 312)
With the theme of 'World of Tomorrow', this fair was the first World's Fair to look into the future instead of just displaying man's
achievements up to the current time.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 259 - Blue Plate with image of (marked on back) "Hall of Communications", "New York
World's Fair", "1939". The center pictures the pavilion with a pool (and the tower of the building
reflected in it) and people in the foreground. The image is signed "Rolph Scarlett". Around the edge
are 5 pictures in squares: the Trylon & Perisphere, letter and mailbox, radio tower, book, and
telephone. This plate is also marked on the back "Abraham & Straus Inc. Brooklyn, N.Y.
1stEdition","A&S", and "Copeland, Spode, England". Size: 10 1/2" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 25

Lot # 260 - Blue Plate with image of (marked on back) "Food Building", "New York World's Fair",
"1939". The center of the plate pictures the pavilion with people in the foreground. The image is
signed "Rolph Scarlett". Around the edge are 5 pictures in squares: the Trylon & Perisphere, a fish, a
cow and cheese, pineapple and fruit, and corn and wheat. This plate is also marked on the back
"Abraham & Straus Inc. Brooklyn, N.Y. 1stEdition","A&S", and "Copeland, Spode, England". Size:
10 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, with light crazing throughout.

$ 25

Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80
Lot # 261 - Vanity Box. from the "New York World's Fair" "1939" "The World of Tomorrow" has
an embossed paper top and sides that picture (on the top) the "Perisphere & Trylon", "Marine bldg.",
"Administration bldg.", "Aviation Bldg.", "Court of Peace". On the sides are pictured a design. Box
was made by Durand Chicago. Size: 12 1/2 inches wide, 9 3/8 inches deep and the box is 3 inches
high. Condition: Excellent with a few small dark spots on the top and the paper hinge is a little worn.
Still a wonderful display piece.
Estimate: $ 250 - $ 300
Lot # 262 - Large Pencil. This large 8 sided pencil has blue and orange paint and says in white "New
York World's Fair" and has the Trylon & Perisphere next to the words. Size: 9 5/8 inches long by 3/4
inch wide. Condition: Good, damage to the orange part, the eraser and brass holding it is discolored.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$ 100

$ 10

Lot # 263 - Jumbo "Coloring Book". "New York World's Fair 1939 Officially Licensed". Published
by "The Saalfield Publishing Company" of "Akron. Ohio". This approximately 60 page book has the
outline of several buildings on the inside for children to color in. The cover pictures the Trylon and
Perisphere and a few surrounding buildings. Size: 11 inches wide by 15 1/4 inches high. Condition:
Fine. The binding is a little ripped. The pages are browned and brittle on the edges. Some of the
pictures have been colored in. Still very presentable."
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 264 - "New York World's Fair Bulletin". 18 page large booklet with fold out aerial picture of
proposed fairgrounds. Published in 1938 this booklet pictures many pavilions, sculptures and
construction photos. This is a rare and desirable pre-fair booklet. Size: 10 1/2 inches wide by 13 3/4
inches high. Condition: Fine with missing corner on cover, damage on back cover and 1/2 page split
in the spine. Some corner curling.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 265 - "Me and You" die cut heart in heart from "New York World's Fair 1940". This painted
felt patch pictures a cupid with his bow, flowers and has been embroidered with "Ed Helen" one
name in each heart. Very Rare souvenir for lovers. Size: 5 3/4 inches wide by 4 inches (top to
bottom). Condition: Very Fine with a couple edge cracks in the paint and possibly a little faded.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 266 - Glass picturing "Administration Building" in orange and "New York World's Fair 1939"
in red at bottom. Size: 5 1/4 inches tall and 2 3/4 inches diameter at top opening. Condition: Near
Mint.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 24

$ 10

Lot # 267 - Booklet, 8 pages of Tuberculosis information. Back page says "The 1939 New York
World's Fair exhibit on tuberculosis is sponsored by the three voluntarily supported ...". Size: 5 1/2
inches high by 4 1/4 inches wide. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 268 - 2 SyrocoWood Coasters. One has the Trylon & Perisphere in the center and marked
"Theme Center". The other pictures the "Administration Building". They are both marked "New
York World's Fair" and "1939". Size: 4" diameter. Condition: "Theme Center" is Fine with several
darkened areas and "Admin" is Good with several scratches.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$2

Lot # 269 - Pocket Knife With simulated mother of pearl (plastic) handles with blue Trylon &
Perisphere below "New York World's Fair" (written in orange) on one side. The other side is
unmarked. There are 2 blades. The base of the large blade is marked "Imperial". Size: 3 1/8" long by
1/2" handle wide (3/4" wide to edge of blade). Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 270 - Metal Figural Trylon & Perisphere on a wooden base with a round holder of a glass
insert (the insert is missing). The plaque on the front is marked "New York World's Fair". Size: Base
is 2 7/8" by 1 3/4". 4 1/2" tall to the top of the Trylon. Condition: Good, there is some corrosion near
top of Trylon and overall.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 271 - Pin on Original Card. Brass finished Trylon & Perisphere pin with chain connecting it to
"39" on a card thatpictures the T&P with "New York World's Fair" across the top and copyright
"N.Y.W.F." and "Lic. No. 2922". Condition: Pin is tarnished and the card is soiled and worn.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 272 - Ship's Wheel shaped brass colored pin with Trylon and Perisphere "1939" in center and
"New York World's Fair" around the edge with blue coloring between the letters. Size: 1 1/8" at
widest. Condition: Fine, there is wear to the brass color.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 273 - SyrocoWood Bookends. Each end has an embossed Trylon & Perisphere which has
"New York World's Fair 1939" written on them. The bottom has a metal base so the bookens can be
placed under books. Size: 6 1/8 inches tall by 4 5/8 inches wide by 1 inch thick. The metal bottom
extends 3 inches beyond the back of the bookend. Condition: Extremely fine with only slight wear to
one of the perispheres.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 274 - Planter's Peanut Bowls. 1 large bowl marked "New York Worlds Fair 1939"and 3 small
bowls marked "New York Worlds Fair 1940". Each bowl has peanuts around the sides with Mr.
Peanut and the Trylon and Perisphere in the center. Size: Large bowl: 5 3/4 inch diameter by 1 1/2
inches ... Condition: Large Bowl: Extremely Fine. Small bowls: All are in Poor condition. (You are
really bidding on the big bowl and the small bowls are a free bonus).
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$6

Lot # 275 - Tumbler picturing the "Hall of Shelter" printed in blue. with "New York World's Fair"
around the bottom in red. Made by Libbey. Size: 2 7/8" diameter at opening, 5 1/4" tall. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 276 - Tumbler picturing the "Marine Transportation" printed in blue. with "New York World's
Fair" around the bottom in dark blue. Made by Libbey. Size: 2 7/8" diameter at opening, 5 1/4" tall.
Condition: Very Good, has some staining on the front of the building
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 277 - Tumbler picturing the "Cosmetics Building" printed in green with "New York World's
Fair" around the bottom in red. Made by Libbey. Size: 5 1/4" tall and 2 3/4" diameter at the top.
Diameter at the bottom is 2 1/4". Condition: Very Fine, has a couple of small scratches in the
building.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 278 - One Sheet of Stationery with "Visit New Yor World's Fair 1939" across the top and a
drawing of buildings including the Trylon and Perisphere across the bottom. The printing is in blue
and orange. The piece opens so you can write inside. Size: 4 3/4" by 7 15/16". Condition: Extremely
Fine.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 279 - "Heinz" Pickle given out at the 1939-40 New York World's Fair. Size: 1 1/4 inch long.
Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 280 - "Television" Booklet from 1939 New York World's Fair. Cover shows a cameraman and
a TV camera inside an eye. Inside is diagram of the exhibit at the World's Fair and a recapitulation of
the information about television that one received on the tour. There is a map of the broadcast area
with the Empire State building in the center with the Trylon and Perisphere and their location in the
broadcast path. There is also information about the NBC Studios in the RCA building and
engineering, etc. This is a very early Television Booklet that is not only a great and rare World's Fair
souvenir, but is also a most desirable piece of television ephemera.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 125

$ 50

Lot # 281 - Folder, paper, "Hearing Test using Musical Tones" "Bell Telephone Exhibit" "New York
World's Fair 1940". Inside are instructions on how to take the test and the test was taken by someone
in pencil. Size: 8 3/4 inches high by 4 1/8 inches wide (open 8 1/4 inches wide). Condition: fine.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 282 - "Book of Souvenir Tickets" "The World's Fair of 1940 in New York" Face value $ 4.05
price $ 2.50". The buyer of this book used all the tickets, but kept the cover as a souvenir. Size: 2 1/4
inches high by 7 inches wide. Condition: No tickets remain, cover is Very Fine.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 283 - Flyer for "Railroads on Parade". Cover states "See the Hit Show at the Fair". Contains
information about the fair, reviews of the show and when you open it up a full map of the fair
grounds. Size: Closed: 3 1/2 inches wide by 7 7/8 inches high. Opened: 15 5/8 ... Condition: Fine,
has a 1/2 inch tear on one of the folds.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 284 - Stereo Movie Glasses. Cardboard glasses that you hold over your eyes to view the 3D
movie at the "Chrysler Motors Exhibit at New York World's Fair". Size: 5 1/4 inches wide by 2
inches high (measured at the widest points). Condition: Fine with a little staining.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 285 - Card for "Goodrich Thrill Arena" "At the Fair", "Thrills-Speed-Death Defying Stunts".
This card pictures cars driving in the arena with the Trylon and Perisphere in the background.
Pictures "Thrill Man Jimmie Lynch". On the back "5 Rules of Automobile Driving". Size: 7 inches
wide by 4 inches high. Condition: Fine, some staining on the back.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 15

$ 12

$5

Lot # 286 - Brass Pin with "Trylon and Perisphere" marked in small letters on the bottom and "New
York World's Fair - 1939". Size: 1 1/4 inch wide by 1 5/8 inch high. Condition: Very Fine, with
slight bend to the top of the trylon. Also the holder on the back of the pin has been replaced.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 287 - SyrocoWood Plate. The plate has a plant design with 2 embossed flowers and embossed
leaves with "New York World's Fair" and "(c) NYWF" pressed into the surface and an embossed
Trylon and Perisphere, fountain and NY City building behind. Size: 9 1/4" wide by 9 1/4" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine. No wear to the wood part just a couple of very small scratches in the
white.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 288 - Plastic Salt and Pepper Shaker in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere in white on a
black base. The words "New York World's Fair" are pressed in the base, but the white coloring that
used to fill it is gone. Size: 2 7/8" at the widest and 3 1/2" ... Condition: Fair, there are brown spots
and the Perisphere is a little out of shape.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 289 - Small pitcher of bust of George Washington. Unfired finish. It is Marked on bottom "The
American Potter New York World Fair". Size: 1 7/8" to the highest point. Condition: Very Fine, it
has some light brown stains and a little wear to the writing on the bottom.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 290 - SyrocoWood pen holder with Trylon and Perisphere raised on the top and buildings
pictured around the side. Top is marked "New York World's Fair 1939". There is a hole for a pen and
another hole near the top (I don't know what this hole is for). There is no pen. ... Condition: Very
Good, there is a chip on one corner and a few scratches.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$2

Lot # 291 - 3 SyrocoWood ashtrays, each 2 1/2" square. The center shows the Trylon and Perisphere
and is marked "New York World's Fair" Condition: 1 is Excellent, 2 are in poor condition (they have
been used as ashtrays).
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 292 - Pin with 3 hanging enameled disks. The top section shows the Trylon and Perisphere and
is marked "New York World's Fair". Hanging down are 3 double sided enameled circular disks with
raised brass and colored background: 1) "Marine Building" purple background, "Textile Building"
with red background. 2) Trylon and ... Condition: Very Fine, there is some wear on all the disks.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25

$ 10

Lot # 293 - Blue plate: "Joint Exhibit of Capitol and Labor, The American Potter - New York
World's Fair 1939" on the back. Pictures a man making a pot on the face of the plate. Size: 7 1/8"
diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$2

Lot # 294 - SyrocoWood Box. with Trylon and Perisphere raised on the top and buildings pictured
around the side. Top is marked "New York World's Fair 1939. Lid comes off so you can store things
inside. Size: 4 1/2" by 4" by 1 3/8" high. Condition: Good, there is wear all over the box and top.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 295 - Medal: 1" diameter gold colored coin with keychain attached through hole drilled at the
top center. On the front is a flag with the Trylon and Perisphere in the center and printed around the
outside "Souvenir/New York World's Fair." On the reverse side is the Administration Building.
Material: . Size: ... Condition: Very Good Some tarnish/wear in upper left edge. Chain is darkened
with wear and tarnish. Coin is bright and shiny.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 296 - Coin, 1939 New York World's Fair. 1.25" diameter gold colored coin. On the front is the
Trylon and Perisphere with clouds and stars in the background and around edge "New York World's
Fair". On the reverse side is the Communications Building. Has hole drilled at the top center for
keychain ... Condition: Very Good. Dull finish. Some minor scratches.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 297 - Bronze Coin, 1939 New York World's Fair. Front has the Trylon and Perisphere in center
and rays of light coming from behind it and with "In 1939/New York/World's Fair" at the top. On the
reverse side is printed "Souvenir of the 150th Anniversary/George Washington's Inauguration" with
a picture of the ... Condition: Very Good Light tarnish, mainly around the outside rim.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 298 - Coin, Commemorative, 1939 New York World's Fair. 1.25" diameter gold colored coin.
On the front is the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York/World's Fair/1940" to the right. Around
the top edge is printed "Metropolitan Life Insurance Exhibit." On the reverse side is a tower with
rays of light from it. ... Condition: Very Good Some wear. Small area of adhesive on reverse side.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 299 - Celluloid pinback "I Have Seen the Future" in blue; paper back "General Motors Exhibit"
1940. Size: 1" diam. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 300 - Gold colored coin 1939 New York World's Fair. On the front is the Trylon and
Perisphere with rays of light in the background and "New York/World's Fair" to the right. Around
the top edge is printed "Metropolitan Life Insurance Exhibit." On the reverse side is a tower with
rays of ... Condition: Excellent Dull finish. Red staining in areas around the design.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 301 - Celluloid pinback with trylon and perisphere on blue background and orange trim, dated
"1939. Size: 1.25" diam. Condition: Very good - some rust on reverse side
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 302 - Gold colored Coin, 1939 New York World's Fair. On the front is the Trylon and
Perisphere with rays of light from behind and in the upper right printed "In 1939/New York/World's
Fair." On the reverse side is a can of Kendall's Motor Oil in the center with "Guaranteed 100 ...
Condition: Very Good Light wear, mainly around the edges. Adhesive stain on Trylon.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 303 - Vase, 1939 New York World's Fair. Small, light blue Wedgewood style ceramic vase
with white trylon and perisphere in center. At top, raised inscription "New York/World's Fair/1939."
Copryighted "NYWF." Stamped on bottom "Japan." Size: Height: 2.75", Width: 2", Condition: Very
Good Dirt inside vase and around top rim.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Lot # 304 - Road Map Northeastern United States, "World's Fair Edition" from Sunoco. Size: 7" x
3.5" Condition: Good - some wear and yellowing
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 305 - Souvenir map of New York and routes to Fair grounds; reverse side has map of Fair
grounds; produced by Tydol Gasolines Size: 9" x 4" Condition: Very good - some wear
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 306 - "Official Guide Book" 1939; paperback with 254 p. of info on the fair and color map of
grounds. Size: 8" x 5" Condition: Good - map is loose inside front cover; some wear
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 307 - Souvenir hand-out from the General Motors Exhibit Building "Highways and Horizons.
Size: 9" x 4.5" Condition: Excellent - slight wear
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 308 - Booklet "New York World's Fair/The World of Tomorrow"; contains black & white
photos of grounds; no text other than labels. Size: 9.75" x 6.5" Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 309 - Sheet music for "Yours For A Song" featured in Billy Rose's "Aquacade" at the WF.
Size: 12.25" x 9.25" Condition: Good - crease in front cover
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Lot # 310 - Postcard with color image of the "Medicine and Public Health, Science and Education
Buildings", "New York World's Fair 1939". This used postcard has a "New York World's Fair 1940"
postmark with T&P. Size: 3 1/2" by 5 1/2". Condition: Very Fine.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 311 - Postcard with color image of a night scene of the "Westinghouse Building - New York
World's Fair". This used postcard has a "New York World's Fair 1940" postmark with T&P. Size: 3
1/2" by 5 3/8". Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 312 - Postcard with color image of the "Glass Center Building", "New York World's Fair".
This used postcard has a "New York World's Fair 1940" postmark with T&P. Size: 3 1/2" by 5 3/8".
Condition: Very Fine with slight crease near upper right corner.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1939-1940 Golden Gate Exposition (313 to 315)
Held in San Francisco, California. Also known as Treasure Island.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 313 - Locket on chain "Golden Gate Exposition 1939" "San Francisco" on cover with Tower of
Sun and rays coming from the tower. Place for 2 photos inside and a metal divider inside between
the 2 sides. Size: Locket: 15/16 inch high by 11/16 inch wide. Chain: 10 inches long. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 25

Lot # 314 - Oval Wood Plaque (California Redwood?) picturing "Tower of the Sun Golden Gate
Exposition 1939". The decal is a multicolor night scene of the tower with stars in the background.
The wood has been varnished (as made). Hook on back for hanging. Size: 3 3/8 inches wide by 6 1/2
inches ... Condition: Very Fine with one crack 1 1/4 inches long at 11 o'clock. Does not significantly
detract from the piece.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 315 - Postcard with color image of night scene of "Court of Reflections. Golden Gate
International Exposition. San Francisco". The back of this unused postcard is marked on the back
"Golden Gate International Exposition Official Post Card" with logo and "The H. S. Crocker Co. Inc.
S.F." & "66307". Size: 3 1/2" ... Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1962 Seattle World's Fair (316 to 325)
Also known as Century 21

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 316 - Plastic Drinking Cup from "Seattle World's Fair 1962" Picturing space needle and
monorail. Marked "Bolaro" "Therm-o-ware" "dishwasher safe" "unbreakable" "stain proof" on the
bottom. Colors are Black printing on a pinkish-orange plastic (very 60's color) with a white top. Size
is 5 1/2 inches tall and 3 inches in diameter. Excellent Condition.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 317 - Candy Dish pictures the Space Needle and Monorail with flowers around the edge and
writing "World's Fair Seattle 1962" all in silver color on clear glass. The dish stands on 3 glass legs.
The edges of the dish are serrated. Size: 7 1/2 inches diameter and stands 2 inches high. Condition:
Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 25

Lot # 318 - Tin lithographed tray from "1962" "Space Age World's Fair", "Seattle Washington". 10
7/8 inches in diameter. Pictures "Space Needle", "Monorail", "Coliseum", "U.S. Science Pavilion" &
"Century 21 Exposition" fair logo. Condition Excellent with a couple of small edge and back
scratches and when held at a certain angle you can see residue of a price sticker.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 319 - Multicolor Plate from the 1962 "Seattle World's Fair" picturing the "Space Needle",
"Coliseum", "Monorail", "U.S. Science Pavilion" and Logo. Size: 9 1/8 inches diameter. Condition:
Excellent (has a few small flaws in the making).
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$6

Lot # 320 - Tall Frosted Glass picturing "U. S. Science Pavilion" in white and black. Marked "Seattle
World's Fair, 1962" in red around the bottom. On the back is the "Century 21" logo in white. Size: 2
3/4" diameter by 6 1/2" tall. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 321 - "Picture Puzzle","Seattle World's Fair, "Fun at home or ready to mail", "$1". This is an
unused multicolor puzzle in the original mailer envelope. The puzzle is an aerial view of the fair
grounds. Size: 12 3/8" wide by 9 3/8" high. Condition: The puzzle is Mint. The envelope is Fine with
two small tears and a little soiling and crinkled corners.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$9

Lot # 322 - Postcard with color photo-image of (marked on back) "Industrial Exhibits". On front it is
marked "Seattle World's Fair". Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition: Excellent and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 323 - Postcard with color photo-image of evening scene of "U.S. Science Pavilion" with Space
Needle. On back it is marked "Seattle World's Fair" with logo. Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition:
Excellent and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 324 - Postcard with color photo-image of (marked on back) "Coliseum 21 at night". On front it
is marked "Seattle World's Fair". Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition: Extremely Fine and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 325 - Postcard with color photo-image of (marked on back) "Food Service". This is an interior
view of people eating with food booths around the sides of the room. On front it is marked "Seattle
World's Fair". Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition: Extremely Fine and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Category: 1964-65 New York World's Fair (326 to 348)
With the theme "Peace Through Understanding" the fair was intended to promote Peace.

Picture

Description
Lot # 326 - "Autograph Hound" with "New York World's Fair" "1964","1965" with "Unisphere"
across one side. Also pictures "New York State" building on both ears and "Westinghouse" on one
leg and "Heliport" on the other leg. The other side is marked "We Met At The Fair". The writing is in
blue and the hat is orange felt. Size: 15" long by 3 1/2" wide by 8" tall. Condition: Very Fine, there
are some stains, especially on the back.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60
Lot # 327 - Tin tray picturing multicolor picture Unisphere and Rocket Thrower statue. Long
Description of picture is on the back. Front has "1964*New York World's Fair*1965" on top and
"Peace Through Understanding" on the bottom. Size: 10 7/8 inches wide by 8 inches high.
Condition: Fine with some wear to surface and some discoloration to back, still very presentable and
nice.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

Minimum
Bid

$ 25

$3

Lot # 328 - Pocket Mirror in blue and orange with unisphere and "World's Fair New York 19641965" and the name "Irene" on the mirror. Size: 3 1/2 inches wide by 2 1/4 inches high. Condition:
Fine with some edge staining. Mirror is near mint.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 329 - Cutting Board marked "New York World's Fair 1964-65" and "Switzerland". Size: 4 7/8
inches wide by 11 inches long. Condition: Good, it has wear on some letters and the bottom and
bottom left quadrant.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 330 - Flash Cards. "Official Souvenir Flash Card Set" "1964-1965 New York World's Fair
Pictures" "Text in English French Spanish" "Full Color Picture Flash Cards major exhibits and
attractions in natural color". Box is also a mailer (on other side). 26 flash cards with architectural
renderings of buildings. Size: 3 3/4 inches ... Condition: Cards: Mint Box Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 331 - "Official World's Fair Coaster and Napkin Set" in sealed package as it was originally
sold at the fair. Contains Napkins and Coasters that picture the Unisphere and 'New York World's
Fair 1964-1965'. Made by Sayford Corp. Size: Box is: 8 5/8 inches wide by 5 1/4 inches by 3/4
inches thick. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 25

Lot # 332 - "Japan Pavilion" "Tokyo Shopping Center" paper bag with handles (a shopping bag)
from 1964 World's Fair. Size: 13 inches wide by 13 inches high ( 17" inches to top of handles).
Condition: Very Good, no rips but the bag is soiled.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 333 - Unisphere shaped Lapel pin, gold color. Size: overall 1/ 2" high. Condition: Excellent
with a little age toning.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$2

Lot # 334 - White Frosted glass mug with wooden handle and metal bands holding handle to glass.
Pictures unisphere and says "New York World's Fair 1964-1965" & "copyright N.Y.W.F." Size: 5
inches high, 4 1/2 inches wide to edge of handle, 2 1/2 inches diameter at top. Condition: Good,
dirty, with a few small scratches in the frosting.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 335 - 10 Official Slides. "New York World's Fair 1964-1965", "Architects Renderings"
"Industrial Participants" "Set A" "Produced by Photo Lab, Inc. Washington, 11, D.C." "Official
Licensee" Also picture Unisphere on envelope. Inside are 10 slides of buildings including: IBM,
National Cash Register, Coca-Cola, Continental Insurance Company, Dupont, Eastman Kodak,
Equitable Assurance, Ford, ... Condition: Slides are Mint, Envelope: Excellent except for tear on flap
when the envelope was opened.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 336 - "Official Souvenir Record" "Walt Disney presents Great Moments with Mr. Lincoln"
"from the New York World's Fair". This 33 1/3 record distributed by Buena Vista Records contains
the recording of the speeches given at the Illinois Exhibit at the fair. The envelope is a mailer
(unused). Royal Dano is the voice of Mr. Lincoln. Size: 7 1/4 inches by 7 1/4 inches. Record is 6 7/8
inches diameter. Condition: The record is Near Mint with no scratches, but the recording is noisy.
The envelope is Fine with stains and light browning overall.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 337 - Child's Hat. Pictures several buildings around the riser including the Unispere, ford, GM,
GE, Kodak, Westinghouse, Bell Telephone & New York State. Has "New York World's Fair"
"1964" 1965" across the front. "Lorna" is sewn into the rim. Size: front to back 11 inches, height
about 4 inches. Condition: Excellent",
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50
Lot # 338 - Apron. Blue Apron with pictures of fountain in front of Unisphere, "New York" State
building, "New Jersey", "Greyhound" and "Festival of Gas". "New York World's Fair 1964-1965"
printed along bottom. In original plastic bag "Official" "New York World's Fair" "1964-1965"
"Hostess Apron" "Hand Painted" "100% Cotton" "Completely Washable Fast Colors" "Made in
U.S.A.". Size: bag is 9 3/8 inches wide by 10 inches high. Apron is apx. 24 inches wide at bottom by
17 1/2 inches high. Ties are apx. 52 inches long. Condition: Apron Near Mint, bag is fine, opened at
bottom.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75
Lot # 339 - Small License Plate "NY World's Fair 64" with the plate number "6174-OD". These
plates were made by the "Disabled American Veterans" as marked on the back and sent to people for
a donation. Size: 5/8" high by 1 7/16" wide. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$6

$ 14

$ 20

$ 25

$8

Lot # 340 - 1965 Greyhound Bus Map of Fairgrounds. "How to see the New York World's Fair
Quickly Comfortably Completely 1965". As stated on the back cover, this folder shows "Routes
Transportation and tours within the fair grounds" "Go Greyhound...and leave the driving to us" with
Unisphere on back cover. Inside pictures 6 ... Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 341 - New York Central Drinking Glass. This glass pictures the train all the way around the
bottom and the words (inside a logo) "New York Central System", "Route to the World's Fair" and
on the other side, "New York World's Fair" and the Unisphere. Size: 4 1/2 inches tall and 2 ...
Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 342 - Greeting card from 1964 New York World's Fair. Pictures man with balloon in front of
the Unisphere and other smaller building on the cover "I'm out at the World's Fair just hanging
around and taking in the sights!" Inside pictures statue, Unisphere and the gag. Size: 4 inches wide
by ... Condition: Very Fine. There is no envelope.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 343 - "Discount coupon 5 cents off per slice" "Mastro Pizza Pavilion" "New York World's
Fair". Pictures a map that shows the "Mastro Pizza" pavilion just behind the "Festival of Gas". Size:
2 1/8 inches high by 4 1/8 inches wide. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 344 - Mail in Envelope for "Pavilion of 2000 Tribes", "New York World's Fair", "Featuring
Savage to Citizen, the Chief Tariri Story". The front pictures the savage Tariri. All the printing and
the picture are in brown. The exhibit was about how the Bible has been translated into 2000
languages. This is ... Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$1

$5

Lot # 345 - Lithographed Tea tin, "Pure Indian Tea From Darjeeling" on one side and "Specially
Blended for New York World's Fair" and "Nett (sic) wt. 1 1/2 oz." on the other side. On the bottom
is a paper lable with "Exporters: M. L. Sharma Co. 42/44 Zakaria Street, Calcutta, India". The
printing ... Condition: Extremely fine, has strong color with only a few light scratches.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 346 - Advertising card given away at the "Philco" exhibit inside the "Ford Motor Company"
pavilion. "New York World's Fair Exhibition". Printed in blue on postcard thickness stock, it pictures
the pavilion and lists all the products Philco makes. The back lists towns and the phone numbers of
the Philco dealers (Honolulu, ... Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 347 - National Geographic Magazine from April 1965 with a 24 page article "World's Fair in
New York Reopens". It includes a fold out map of the fair grounds and many pictures of the fair
including pictures of rides inside the Ford, GM, RCA, Pepsi and IBM pavilions as well as the ...
Condition: Excellent and complete.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 348 - Postcard with color photo-image of (marked on back) "The Port of New York Authority
Heliport and Exhibit", "New York World's Fair 1964-1965" with the "Unisphere" logo. Pictures a
helicopter landing on the building. Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition: Excellent and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Category: Expo 67 (349 to 353)
Held in Montreal, Canada

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 349 - Set of 4 glasses in gold and black printing on the glass. Each glass pictures a pavilion:
"France", "Grande Bretagne" "Britain", "Etats-Unis" "United States", and "Canada", and on the back
of each is the logo "expo67", "Montreal Canada" and an expo copyright. Size: 2 3/4" diameter
opening and 5 1/2" ... Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 350 - Plastic purse. Blue and white has logo and "Expo 67 Montreal Canada" on both sides and
in French and English on the bottom "Copyright, 1963, By the Canadian Corporation for the 1967
World Exhibition.". Size: Bag 7 inches wide by 5 inches high (with handles 8 1/4 inches high) and ...
Condition: Very Fine, the white parts show some dirt.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 351 - Tin tray picturing "The Pavilion of the United States" "Le Pavilion des Etats-Unis" at
"Expo67". This tray has an artists rendering of the geodesic dome with flags and people in the
foreground. Size: 7 inches wide by 5 1/8 inches high. Condition Fine with edge ware, a couple of
small scratches in the white boarder and some overall darkening.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 352 - Plastic Ashtray. Blue with white writing: "Expo 67", "Montreal", "Canada". Bottom
marked "ORNAMOLD" "Made in Canada" Size: 4 1/4" diameter, 7/8" high. Condition: Very Fine
(this is a cheaply made souvenir with some flaws in the blue plastic side - I believe as made).
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 353 - Boy Scout Neckerchief Tie. Made of Leather, this oval shaped piece that slips on the
neckerchief is marked "Scout Expo67 Canada" and pictures cap with the scout logo in the middle.
The back is unfinished. Size: 3 1/2" high by 2 1/2" wide. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12
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